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Established. January, 1846.

ris B. Perry, Charles E. Starrett,
Arthur K. Walker.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
“The best year the bank has
Editor,
FRANK A. WINSLOW
Herbert C. Newbegin Heads ever had" was the report which
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O kULLER
Knox County Trust Com came through with the list of offi
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies three
cers, showing a remarkable growth cents.
pany—A Fine Year
in deposits <$1.783.7321 and sur
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
An important change in local plus ($T1.133».
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
banking circles took place at Tueswas established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
diy’s meeting of tiie Knox County
These papers consolidated March 17. 1887.
Trust Company, when Morris B.
Perry, its president for the past
two years, stepped aside in favor Three Certificates Are Issued
[EDITORIAL]
of Herbert C. Newbegin, who has
By Local Tire Ration
served as the executive vice presiWOULD EXPAND STATE POLICE
ing Board
d nt the past two years.
The bill which has just been presented in the Maine Legis
The following persons were issued
Mr. Newbegin feme to the Knox
lature calling for an expansion of the State Police Force by
County Trust Company from Wal certificates authorizing purchase of
50 men will, we think, meet with the approbation of the citi
doboro whither he went when the tires, by the Iccal Tire Rationing
zens. The present force of State Police consists of 92 men—
bank in that town was reorganized Board, for the period ending Jan
a manifestly inadequate number to cope with the many prob
and where he remained as branch 10:
lems
and the many emergencies confronting this department,
Herman
J.
Weisman,
M.
D.
manager when the institution wa.s
which
is doing so much to insure the greater safety of the
Frank
I.
Scott.
taken over by the Depositors
public.
The bill carries an additional appropriation of $36,000
Philip
J
Rowling.
Trust Company. -Prior to that he
The
offices
of
the
board
are
loto
meet
the increased force, but we do not believe the Legis
had been identified with several
lature
will
allow that sum to stand in the way of the greater
institucated
in
the
second
floor
corridor
of
Massachusetts financial
the
Post
Office
building
and
are
service
which
would be given.
tions, giving him a broad and
open
daily,
Monday
through
Satur

valuable banking experience.
BETTER DAYLIGHT SAVING PLAN
Mr. Perry's retirement is due day. from £> a. m. to 4.30 p. ni. Ap
wholly to Ids extensive business plication blanks for the purchase of
The House and Senate conferees at Washington have
affairs and the important civic tires may be obtained from garages
reached an agreement whereby universal daylight saving
and
filling
stations
selling
tires,
or
duties -which have lately been
would be for one hour instead of two, as would have been per
placed upon him — among them any tire dealer. The application is
mitted
by the Senate bill. And we believe the one hour plan
Knox County co-ordinator of Civic then acted upon by the board which
the
wiser
one because of the successful manner in which it has
Defense, and tiie chairman. He either Issues a certificate of pur
been
working
in the Eastern States over a period of years.
remains on the board' of banking chase or refuses tiie application.
ofti ials. however, in the role of a
RED CROSS WAR FUND
vice president.
Other officers chosen Tuesday
Calling for the united support of the entire nation, the
were '■
American Red Cross has appealed for a special war fund of
Vice Presidents!-Elmer B. Crock Supply Arrives At Post Office
$50,000,000 to carry on and expand its work among Army and
—Cars Must Bear Them
ett and Morris B. Perry.
Navy personnel. The appeal was broadcast to the nation by
Treasurer — Lendon C. Jackson,
February 1st
Chairman Norman H. Davis.
Jr.
In preparation for just such an emergency as the coun
Postmaster James Connellan an
Assistant Treasurer — Zenas W.
try now faces the Red Cross has been spending funds at the
nounced this morning that the
Melvin.
rate of more than $1,000,000 a month. The various services
Branch Managers — Harold S. supply of auto use stamps has
which the ,Red Cross provides to the nation and its Army
Davis, Camden; John H. Williams. been received for tiie Rockland
and Navy have been effectively strengthened. Under the new
Union; I-eon W. Sanborn. Vinal office and are now on sale at the
conditions activities all along the line, on the war front and on
money order window.
haven.
the home front, must be rapidly expanded. By tradition, cus
All cars, trucks or motorcycles
Directors — Charles H. Berry.
tom and Congressional Charter the Red Cross is the organi
must
bear this stamp and are sub
Putnam P. Bicknell, J. C. Creigh
zation that maintains those human and family links between
ton, Elmer B. Crockett, Alfred C. ject to inspection by officers of
our fighting men and the people at home, links which mean
Hocking. A. C. McLoon, Lincoln the Internal Revenue Department.
so much to both military and civilian morale.
E. MdRae, H. C. Newbegin, Mor- Purchase of the stamps may be
In announcing the war fund campaign, Red Cross officials
made at the post offlce anytime
pointed out that contributions would be used only in connec
between now and Feb. 1, but all
tion with the organization’s war work. Membership dues
motor vehicles must bear the stamp
collected during the November nation-wide Roll Call are
on the first day of February. Fail
needed to finance the normal, day-to-day services of the Red
ure to have the stamp carries a
now showing
Cross in thousands of communities throughout the country.
%
penalty of $25 maximum fine or
30 days imprisonment or both.
THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC
a
The present issue of stamps,
(Herald-Tribune)
which are good until June 30, sells
new assortment
for $200. The next issue, which
Just how far American ships and seamen have contributed
Will be on sale sometime in June
to the result there is no way of knowing, and few figures to
of
show the exact extent of recent successes have been published
and- will go into effect on July 1,
since
Mr. Churchill’s statement of mid-November. But neither
will cost $5 and will be in force
the successes nor the importance of the American share in
until June 30, 1943.
them can be doubted. Mr. Churchill declared that ship losses
The present stamp Ls 1% by 2
in the North Atlantic for the four months July-October had
inches in size and bears an im
been reduced by no less than 64 percent from losses for the
preceding four months. It was on July 7, it will be remem
print of the Liberty Bell with the
bered, that the American occupation of Iceland announced
figures $2.00 in the center. The
our active participation in the safeguarding of the Atlantic
back is coated with an adhesive
lanes; it was on Sept. 15 that the shoot-on-sight order was
(85% wool)
which will allow it to be attached
issued, and when Secretary Knox announced just before
Christmas that the American Navy had probably sunk or dam
to the inside of the windshield or
aged at least fourteen Nazi submarines in the North Atlantic
dash panel.
it was evident that American action had played a large part
At the time of purchase of a
in this success.
stamp,the purchaser is given a
There is every reason to suppose that the good results
are continuing. It is believed in London that November
postal card on which they must
losses were less even than in the months immediately preced
misses’ sizes 12 to 20
ing and were probably the lowest since May, 1940. The Nor
wegians published figures to show that November losses for
FRUIT BASKETS
their own vessels were the smallest since the outbreak of the
BURDELL’S
war. In a five-day “wolf-pack” assault on a British convoy
Choice Fruit, carefully packed,
in December the Nazis got only two out of thinty merchant
tastefully arranged, promptly
DRESS SHOP
men. and though they also sank a destroyer and one of the
delivered
newly converted auxiliary aircraft carriers, they lost three
submarines, and two, with a probable third, of their long16 School St., Rockland
NAUM & ADAMS
range Focke-Wulf flying boats. The British have recently re
220 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ported Atlantic U-boats turning up in the Mediterranean, im
TEL 627
plying that the game in the long and now dangerous Atlantic
reaches is no longer worth the candle. It is a lamentable
outcome for the great offensive which, as 'Hitler boasted in the
Spring, w’as to starve Britain within the year.
We know that the American Navy’s part in this remark
able Anglo-American achievement has been a big one. The
“WHERE YOU BOT THE PEANUTS”
very fact that the Reuben James is still the only American
naval vessel to be lost in the service is its own testimony to the
efficiency of our ships and crews.
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Auto Use Stamps
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’10.75

OXTON’S

MAIN ST., CORNER PARK ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco, Ice Cream,

Fountain Service
“G. I. C.” Frozen Foods
Post Cards, Magazines, Newspapers, Light Groceries
Home of Oxton’s Super-Delicious Peanuts

THIRD ANNUAL
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SALON PRINTS
by
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KNOX COUNTY
CAMERA CLUB
Open from 2.00 P. M. to 10.00 P. M.
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Myron Young—To Pay
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Owl’s Head Grange

The annual installation of Owl’s
Head Grange wa.s held at Owl’s
Head Town Hall Monday night with
Myron Young of Pleasant Valley
Grange as installing officer, assist
ed by Mrs. Etta Andersen, Raymond
Andersen and Elizabeth Vinal, all
of Pleasant Valley Grange.
The officers Installed were: Mas
ter. Marv Foster Dyer; overseer, El
lery Nelson; lecturer, Margaret Borgerson; steward, William Foster;
a4ssistant steward, James Farrell;
chaplain. Myrtle Cassidy; treasurer.
Evelyn Ross; secretary, Ellena Fredette; Ceres, Sybil Anderson; Po
mona, Belle Robarts; Flora, Blanche
Mann; lady assistant steward. Ruth
Foster; executive committee, Albert
McPhail.
'ITiere.was a program with a read
ing by Evelyn Ross; a duet by Ray
mond Andersen and Myron Young.
Mr. Andersen also gave a recitation
and a solo and Mrs. Ellena Fredette
gave a reading. Refreshments were
served.
The Grange voted to pay the dues
of the members who are in the serv
ice for the duration of the war and
voted to give $10 to the Red Cross
War Fund drive.
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Rockland’s three service clubs
Rockland's contributions to the
Red Cross War Fund have ad held a joint session at Hotel Thorn
vanced $500 since the tabulation in dike yesterday and the 90 men pres
Tuesday’s Issue, bringing >the present ent listened with keen enjoyment
total to $1965.91. Here is the latest to a half hour address delivered by
the Rt. Rev. Oliver L. Loring, the
list of donors:
tglented young Bishop of tiie Epis
Previously acknowledged
$1471 66 copal Diccese of Maine.
Kalloch Class. First Baptist
Sendee clubs, the speaker said,
Church .................................. $11.00
are the spirit of cooperation, and
A. T. Thurston ........................ 10 00 mean something beside the mere
Mrs. Betty Knowlton ............ 100 saying of “hello" and ‘'good-bye."
Gladys Grant ........................ 100 You who belong to them are headed
E. H Crie ................................. 1 00 toward the rewards God has offered
A. & P. Clerks ........................ 6.25 to human beings, as one of the
M. Beatrice Lawson ............... 1 00 forces for upholding our American
Ellen Prescott ........................ 100 way of life.
E. A. Rouarth .............. -......... 1.00
Perhaps some of you wonder how
Mr. Oxiton .................................
-50 a clergyman “gets that way;” how
Alan L. Bird and employes.... 28 00 he Is the humblest yet happiest man
Frank H. Ingraham ............. 2.00 in any room.
A. Alan Grossman ................. 5.00 I am here today by the ruling of
Harry Wilbur ............................ 2.00 an Almighty God, who knows where
Frank Harding ........................ 2.00 to place his men; just as Gen. MacJ. C. Burrows .......................... 5.00 Arthur is placing his men in the
Edward C. Payson................... 10.00 Philippines. Here I am in Maine
Charles T. Smalley ................. 5.00 fcr the rest of my life; in the heart
J. F. Gregory & Sons and em
and center of Yankee-land. I am a
ployes .................................... 46.00 Yankee by birth, training and in
E. K. Leighton........................... 100.00 clination.
Frances Chatto ,........................ 2.00 What does tin* Bishop of Maine
V. F. Studley .............................. 2.00 do? In 26,000 miles of travel the
Mr and Mrs Raymond Cross .. 2.00 past year I have had a wonderful
Wililam Talbot ........................ 10.00 experience in learning what is being
Rackliff &s Witham and em
dene in your churches; and I am
ployes
................................ 20.00 learning the wonderful spirit of
Harold Look and employes .... 10.00 Yankee-land.
J. E. Stevens .............................. 5.00 Maine ls the Lord’s country but
David Rubenstein ................... 25.00 there are areas in it and business
Courier-Gazette employes ....... 5.50 practices which do not belong to
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Rich .. 10.00 God. He must claim more of it.
Monday Niters ........................... 2.50
Let each man ask himself if he
Opportunity Class, First Bap
Ls doing everything he can. I want
tist Church........................... 11 00 to plead with you to give your mas
Rockland Chapter Hadassah 11.50 culine support of religion in your
Goodnow’s Pharmacy ............ 100 community.
Walter Dodge ............................ 5.00 Yesterday’s meeting was held un
European Bakery ..................... 2.00 der the auspices of the Lions Club;
Charles Ronco ........................ 2.00 and seated beside its King Lion
Nelson’s Auto Supply............. 5.00 Lendon C. Jackson, Jr. were the
Copper Kettle .......................... 5.00 presidents of the other local clubs,
A Friend ..................................... 3.00 Thomas C. Stone of Rotary, and
Walmsley’s Pharmacy ............ 1.00 Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson of Kiwanis.
Ladies’ Aid, Littlefield Me
The hotel management served an
morial Church ...................... 1000 excellent turkey dinner.
Chapin Class, Universalist
Church ................................. 5.00
Senter Crane Co....................... 100 00
Anomymous .......................... 5.00
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Ayer . .. 10.00 Its Officers Are Installed By
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COMMUNITY BUILDING
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
JANUARY 16-1T
Special showing ,«f natural color Kodachrome pictures
at intervals throughout each day
ADMISSION IS FREE
AND THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND
5-7

5=5

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
The Panamanian tanker Norness was torpedoed by a sub
marine early yesterday 60 miles south of Montauk Point,
Long Island, the closest approach yet made to the east coast
by enemy warcraft. Survivors were landed at Newport, R. I.
One man was reported missing.
Three loud explosions and flareups believed resulting from
a plane crash in the Mount Moosilauke region in New Hamp
shire were reported to State Police last night and searching
parties went out from North Woodstock and Plymouth.
Donald M. Nelson served notice yesterday that “utter
revolutionary changes” in industrial operations may be neces
sary to win the war and made it clear that as the nation’s war
time production czar he would unhesitatingly order any
necessary shakeup.
Japanese planes have intensified their attack upon
Malaya, and it is believed an invasion of Borneo is imminent.
There is new hope, however, from an allied offensive.
fill out information as to the type
of car, make, engine number and
owners name and home address.
This card must be mailed to the
Collector of Internal Revenue at
Augusta and will serve as a per
manent record in the collector’s
flies and can be referred to in
case of loss of the stamp, or,
should there be any question of
the purchase of a stamp, during
a check by an officer of the Inter
nal Revenue Department.
Visitors In Washington. D. C.
•an get copies of The Courier-Gaaette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 003 15th street, North
Vest.—adv.
6t*tf

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

The Rockland fire department an
swered a call to the home of Mrs.
Robert St. Clair in Owl’s Head early
last night to extinguish a chimney
fire.

BENEFIT BINGO
AT ELKS HOME
Tuesday, January 20
7-30 P. MAll proceeds to go to Canteen
Units 1 and 2 of the Red Cross.
Admission Free
Door Prise
Free Pop Corn and Plenty of Fan
7-9

men’s Credit Discussed

At Port Clyde
Lobster fishermen from Port
Clyde met in the library for a
discussion of the problems of lob
ster marketing and the control of
fishermen’s credit.
Birger Magnuson, lobster fish
erman of Vinalhaven, and chair
man of the educational committee
of the recently organized Vinal
haven Federal Credit Union, led
the discussion. Mr. Magnuson laid
stress on the Maine coast's need
for credit unions and co-operatives
to build its share of a healthy
economy on the home front, and
on the necessity for local demo
cratic control of any co-operative
activities.
“We people that stand for oldfashioned Americanism,’’ Mr^ Mag
nuson,' said today, “will have to
build and increase democracy and
local control over our daily affairs
if we are to maintain personal
freedom and a healthy standard
of living in the United States. We
must build a bulwark against the
threat of Communism, or some
other form of totalitarian control,
which is going to confront our na
tion in the hard times when this
war against an outside enemy Is
over.”
The discussions in Port Clyde,
like those conducted at Vinalhaven
and in other towns on the coast
were held under the auspices of
the Extension Department of the
Eastern Co-operative League, an
educational organization set up by
independant consumers co-opera
tives throughout the eastern
United States.
The Extension Department Is
under the direction of Mary Ar
nold, now living in Port Clyde, and
E. M. Holmes, assisting director,
of the town of Tremont.
The discussion meeting held here
last night had been arranged by
agreement with a group who had
met in the library the week before.
These included': Berton Clark. Al
vah Thompson, John Fields. Mrs.
Gus Anderson, Earle Davis, Mrs.
Earle Davis and Sidney Davis.
Among those present last night
were: Howard Mbnaghan, Gus An
derson, Charles Stone, Calvin
Pease, Floydf Conant, Forrest
Davis, Jr., Bert Simmons, Walter
Anderson, and Daniel Simmons.
Refreshments were served.

Is Returning Home
Miss Livingstone Presented
With Farewell Gift By
Hospital Associates
Miss Camilla Liv
ingstone of Oakland,
who has served on
the nursing, staff of
Knox Hospital for
the past four years,
was presented with a
farew’dl gift yesterday on the oc
casion of the hospital's weekly aft
ernoon tea.
Miss Livingstone is a graduate
of the Knox Hospital School of
Nursing and has been employed as
supervisor on the second floor. She
returns today to her Oakland
home attended by’ the well wishes
ot her sister nurses who expressed
their regard in the form of a fruit
juice glassware set with a ham
mered aluminum tray, presented
on behalf of the students by Miss
Virginia Richards and with Miss
Mildred J. Chandler representing
the graduates and staff.
Miss Ellen C. Daly, superinten
dent presided at the tea table as
hostess, assisted by Miss Nellie ESutton.
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The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)

The second publication of the technician, but I have been following
Penobscot Marine Museum is off Maine college football for a great
the press. It is “Tiie Ocean Chron- i many years and if I were to makn
any change it would be to lessen
icle” published by Capt. E. P. Nichols the number of substitutions about
on board the Bark Clara and ship 75 percent. Whether you are watch
Frank Pendleton, 1878-1891. Capt. I ing the gamp or listening to a radio
Nichols was bom in Searsport in: broadcast your interest in the con
1884, a son of William Nichols. At test is constantly distraced by the
an early age he went to sea and
many changes in the lineup.
when in command of the bark Clara,
a Searsport ship, and the ship How many people in Maine could
Frank Pendleton, built in Belfast, give the date when “Payson Tuck
he used to set up and print on his er time” began in this State? It was
own press the small newspaper in 1888. The change from suntime
which the volume reproduces in fac was advocated by the railroads,
simile. His practice was to print one which wanted time arranged so
issue of the newspaper each voyage there would be four divisions—East
and send copies to all his friends ern. Central, Mountain and Pacific.
and family, claiming that saved him By that means travelers in any divi
the trouble of writing letters. Not sion would know how to set their
many of these copies have been watches. There was a heated argu
saved however and as far as can be ment in Maine. Payson Tucker was
learned, this was the only periodical superintendent of the Maine Central
of the sort ever published on board and the Issue became known as be
an American (sailing vessel engaged tween his time and God’s. MT.
on commercial voyage. The com Tucker finally won. There was but
plete file of these unique journals around 25 minutes difference and
were loaned the Penobscot Marine many people on the farms kept their
Museum by Capt. Nichols’ daugh clocks 30 minutes faster than train
ters, Mrs. Joseph F. Nichols, and time which made arrival at a depot
Miss Grace Nichols of Ahneda, reasonable safe.—Lewiston Journal.
Calif., and a granddaughter, Mrs
Rowland E. Roberts of Bryn
One year ago: Hie census figures
Mawr, Pa.
weie announced. Rockland’s popu
lation was given as 8899 and KnoX
Youth’s Temperance Visitor—any County’s as 27.191.—Heartening re
of your elderly folks remember that ports were presented at the annual
publication? Z. Pope Vcse. one meeting of the Congregational
time editor of The Rckland Ga Church, the membership of which
zette, and called it “the best chil was given as 263—Willis N. Hupper,
dren’s temperance paper in the formerly of Martinsville, died in tills
world. ’
city at the age of 62—J. Albert
Jameson was elected president of
A nationwide survey shows little the Loan & Building Association—
likelihood of many changes in the Fred Harden was elected president
1942 college football rules. I am no of the Ski-Gull Club,
•

Won, Lost And Tied
That the Result of the Rock
land-Camden Basketball

Tuesday Night
Rockland High met up with the
basketball teams of Camden Higii
School at the Community Building
Tuesday night and came out sec
ond best, losing one game, tying
and winning one. A good sizpd
delegation from Camden caune
down to cheer their teams on and
at least an equal number of Rock
land rooters showed up, all of
which made a sizeable crowd.
The Jayvees played their game
first and this w’as the game that
Rockland was able to win when
the youngsters rolled up a total
of 18 points to Camden’s 10.
Bill Sullivan’s girls’ team took
the floor next and ran into the
hardest kind of luck in the clos
ing seconds of the game.
With the score standing 16-15
in Rockland’s favor, and less than
five seconds of the game remain
ing, the referee called a foul on a
Rockland player which gave Cam
den a foul shot which paid off
and tied up the game. 16-all. This
was a hard game all the way
through with the Rockland girls
lacking a strong enough offensive
to carry the battle to their oppon
ents. The defense was clicking
along good and saved the day as
far as Camden's scoring went.
The boys game was a comedy
of misses, with an Orange and
Black team that should have been
a winner over -Camden by 40
points, missing shots by the bar
relful. Shot after shot was made
with no Camden defense to bother
them, and still they couldn’t ring
up a score. The ball bounced off
the backboard, railed around- the
rfm and toppled overboard and
seme say that the darned thing
even hopped out of the basket on
a fair shot or two.
That is the whole story, a team
Ihat was clicking along good last
week, slipped and had a hand time
to keep even throughout the game

1

;
j

■

with Camden. The first period was
7-10 in Rockland’s favor; the sec
ond was close with the score at
13-14 and Rockland still leading;
the third shifted and Camden led
19-17; the final tally say Camden
the winner by one lone point at
23-22.
Rockland faces the fast Morse
High outfit at the Community
Building next Tuesday night in
what should be a good game. Morse
has had its ups and downs this
year, down in the dumps one week
and getting a lacing from an in
ferior team and then turning
around and trimming one of the
top notch teams of the State the
next week. The summary:

Rockland High School 22
23 Camden High School
Smith, rt, 3 ............... If Rainfrette
Wright 1
McCurdy. If, 2 (1) .... rg, MlcOratih
F. Allen
Ames, c, 2 (3) .... c, Miarriner, 4 (1)
East 1
Fred Allen, rg .......... tf, Bartlett, 2
Cummings
Page, lg .......... rt, Spaulding, 2(2)
Guff 1 .... ••••................. Wellman, 1
Referee, Raoul Violette. Time,
four 8’s.
Score by periods:
Camden ...................... 1 13 jg 23
Rockland .................... 10 14 17 22

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

■' ■■
I
If I had my life to live again
would have made a rule to read sotn
poetry and listen to some music a
least once a week. The lose of thee
tastes ls a lose of happiness.—Charlo
Darwin

HIS INFINITE RICHES
He glveth more grace when the bur
dens grow greater.
He sendeth more strength when th
labors Increase,
To added affliction. He addeth Hl
mercy;
To multiplied trials Hie multlpllei
peace. «
When we have exhausted our store 0
endurance.
When our strength hae failed er
the day Is half done.
When we reach the end of our hoorto
resources.
Our Father's full giving has beguz
His love has no limit, HU grace n
measure.
His power no boundary known unt
men.
Far out of His infinite riches In ssirlt
He glveth and glveth and givet
- again.
—Author Unknown

Page Two
have done, you forget what they
have done, while glorying in what
this Book has accomplished in the
world. That little nation, so weak
as far as conquests are concerned,
gave to the world—Christ. Christ!
We are in a dark hour; a very
dark hour; and I wonder what
kind of an hour it would be if we
did not have this Book and Christ!
Which way would we turn fcr hope
or help? There would be no way
to turn. But while Egypt and
Babylon and Rome
gave us
nothing to strengthen cur hearts
in
this hour, the little nation
which lacked what they possessed
has given to us what we ere need
ing most. One cf the writers from
that littde nation put in this Book
these words: "Blessed is the na
tion whose God is the Lord.” Ii
America will learn that lessen in
this hour, then we need net be
afraid of any combination that
may come against us. There will
come from God a wisdom, a
strength, a confidence that will
make this nation victorious, be
cause she is fighting not for sel
fish gam, but for God.
The verse then means, blessed
is that nation that acknowledges
its own insufficiency, but acknowl
edges the sufficiency of God. who
lives in fellowship with God and
makes God her refuge, who lets
Gcd master her affairs, control her
government and inspire her 'lead
ers who will humbly, from the
heart, worship Gcd.
Listen: it doesn’t say, “Blessed
is that nation whose God was the
Lord." When this Book was writ
ten, Israel could say, “Blessed is
the nation whose God is the Lord ”
But there came a time when Israel
turned her back upon Gcd and had
her own plan, and Israel Ls scat
tered today in every part of the
world, and without a nation. The
reason they meet once a week at
that wailing wall in Jerusalem is
to weep over the past glory of
their nation, and to pray that she
may come back again.
What have we done as an
American people? Well, w-e have
forgotten God’s Day. He has
given us six days to care for our
selves. earn our daily bread, pro
tect cur homes, and has asked for
one day set apart that we might
acknowledge Him, But what have
we done? We have forgotten His
Day. I am talking about America.
Instead or His Day being a Holy
Day, it is ft holiday. Instead of

The Courier-Gazette
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Beloved, let us love one another:
for love is of God, and every one
that loveth ls born of God, and
knoweth God.—I John 4: 7.
He went throughout every city
and village, preaching and shew
ing the glad tidings of the king
dom of God —Luke 8: 1.

A Baptist Sermon
Rev. J. C. MacDonald Tells
Congregation of Chal
lenge To America
There Ls cne verse in the 33d
Psalm that Ls very familiar. This
verse says, "Blessed Ls the nation
whose God Ls the Lord.” It doesn’t
say. “Blessed Ls that nation that
takes a treacherous advantage of
another nation”; nor does it say,
“Blessed is that nation that has
a twe-oeean navy.” That can be
true, but that isn’t what it says
In this verse. It doesn’t say,
“Blessed Ls the nation with a great
armament program; blessed is the
nation that Ls able to produce 60,000 or 75,000 planes in a year.”
That nation may be blessed, but
that is not what it says here.
It -doesn’t say, "Blessed Ls that
nation that is able to manufacture
thousands and thousands of tanks,
or that can produce 12,000,000 tons
of shipping.” That may be true, but
that is not what this verse says.
It doesn't say, “Blessed Ls that na
tion that controls the money of
the world.’’ It Ls possible for a
nation to lx? full of gold and empty
of God, but God cannot bless a
nation that ignores Him. It doesn't
say. “Blessed is that nation that
has the greatest fighting power.”
I believe it is possible for a na
tion to have the best fighting men,
as far as fighting other men is
concerned, and still not be able to
win cne victory over the devil or
for the cause of jOod.
Well, what does this verse say?
Listen to it again. “Blessed is the
nation whose God is the Lord.”
Go back in history. We pass by
Egypt r,n:l her glory; Babylonia
with ht r conquests; Rome with
her pewer; and come face to face
with little Israel, that gave to the
world this Book We call the Bible.
As you think of that Book in the
light of what these mighty empires
................. .......................................................
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It (1) shrinks swollen membranes,
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transient nasal congestion . .. And
brings greater breathing „ -JK
comfort. You'll like wi/wi
it. Follow directions
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Summer, can Summer in Maine
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ceived
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This Writer Calls It ChangnLa, But Maybe You’ll
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W.ARM RUGGED

A Fishing Village

Every-Other-D

glowing logs and live the Summer
over again, recalling it in the
minuteness of joy for .which Sum
mer is all to short and when jcy
becomes reveries and revprie takes
shape, I live again in peaceful
<weet contentment with the low
whispering of the pines, the soft
lopping of the waves, cnce more
sweet music to my ears.
—By Evelyn Lewis Mills

25c

J.b^J

RUGGED

STRAND THEATRE
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

ache for just such a place in the
sun among these quiet hills.
There are numberless pictures
of spots and roads and lanes,
thos: of which I have written are
only a few which come first in my
thoughts — others come crowding
out I force memory and fancy to
gether. and when Winter comes,
they will have their way.
I thank Gcd that I have found
these people, this little seacoast
village, and when I fit before cur
hearth fires of a Winter’s night,
I shall gaze dreamily into the

T’kiuiA. <5& UaqjdablsA,

AT LOWEST PRICES
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— Scott Products —
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Edward Dray of Rockland who is
a former member of the Coast
Guard, has re-enlisted for service
for the duration of the war.

I ROLLS,

Icott
lowels

Jan. 16 (3 to 9 p. m )—Woman's
Educational Club opening In G.A.R.
hall.
Jan. 16-17—Third Annual Exhibit ol
the Knox County Camera Club, at
Community Building
Jan. 22—Camden—Chamber of Com
merce Banquet and Ladles' Night
Jan 23 —Rockport— Public Installa
tion, Fred A. Norwood W.R.C.
Jan. 28 — Rcckland — Laymen's Re
gional Conference at First Baptist
Church.
Jan. 28 Knox County Poultrymen
meet at Rockland City Hall.
Jan. 30 — Waldoboro
Pre.sldent’s
Birthday Ball at High School audi
torium.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 4—Hobby Show and entertain
ment at Universallst vestry.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14 St. Valentines Day.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
March 17 St. Patrick's Day.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
April 3—Oood Friday.
April 5—Easter.

March would seem to have arrived
six weeks too early, if one Ls to judge
from the galc-forc^ winds which
have been sweeping the coast tlie
past two days. But today, with a
temperature of 28 above, gives the
lie to one of the standard almanacs
which predicted a cold spell. Tlie
comparatively warm Winter day is a
reminder that the red is not rising
in the Red Cross War Fund ther
mometer quite as rapidly as the
friends cf that enterprise might
wish.

$W DtHlS PHD DOLLARS
/ V r!Nt FOODS

Pvt. Alaric P. Pearson of Camp
Blanding is visiting his home at
61 Oliver street on a furlough

ROILS

15 1 At
Hueberries
WW
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irapefruit
2
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’otato Sticks
3<an?s25c
lorn
String Beans • ONA Tan 10®
lean Sprouts Mro? 2 cans 15®
lean Sprouts
2
17®
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p
L
k
B
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1
9C
litz Crackers
16C
Spanish Peanuts
pkbc. 20®
lumbo Peanuts
iweeco
iCoconog
Iona Cocoa
ONE PIF.

IONA—Sliced
or Halves

IAN | <|‘

«)N0
£ ('ANS

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, S17
Main street. Complete PJiilco Line.
—adv.
60-tf

NO210C

AAP
New Pack

CANS

OAC

AAP
GOLDEN SWE ET

Learn to fly. Charles Treat, 56
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf
>3’4* ■£**$**£**!'’*{'*!“:'*'?**$*'{»

FOR SALE

MING

CANS

CHOY

FOUR rooms, complete house fur
nishings for sale, practically new Will
sell as ls or separately. Reasonable for
cash. At 354 Broadway. City. CALL be
tween 9 a. m.-8 p. m.

PKG

fC°AN?S:25C

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

Guarantee] 100°o
Pure Hydrogenated
Vegetable Shorten ng

/

3 ™ 57c
POUND TIN

21c

I Ann Page Honey
/wZ
I Mustard
Mustard PPlPA.Rc.O
ANN 3 Ot « l)r
Sandwich Spread PAGE
.'A"? I
32 Oi
Garden Relish PAGE JAR 31'
NO. 1
f Molasses
17I
I Brillo
Pads
15'
A&P Matches
6 BOXE S 24®
Paper Napkins
6®
I Fairy Soap
5®
l Balm Soap
25®
Silver Dust
23‘
I Soap Powder
11®
Rinso
22c
Qxydol
22 c
Swan Soap
19®
2
AC c
Crabmeat
Pink Salmon coi n 'r 1 f
Shrimp **i I PACK
CAN 19 t
• • UI E N S
E RCPARED

9 OZ ftr
CAN

ANN

GRANHM VS

SOAPED

CAN |

PKGS

QUEEN ANN
PKG OF 50

BAR

t) CAKES
LGE
PKG

LGE
WMIIE SAILPKti
LGE
PKG

IGF
BARS

AKO PASSED A
RAOt
NO. I CAN

(REAM

nzdw>
CAN

5! i OZ

W The m Iky
better meals.

way to
En,oy

ra Itavor & nourish
ment - teach for

Whitehouse &

save.

Zu
3'4';o- OCC
CANS

i una
'31®
Corned Beef''c2aon'21®
R&R Chicken boneless 46®
Armour’s Treet
• 29®
ca°nZ7®
Tcm. Soup
a
Torn. Soup
0
17®
Tonics
4
29®
Rolled Oats^Xr^.^ 14®
Cake Flour SUn„„Vkg2 14®
Pancake Flour sXTr 2—2PKG
K°J2Z5®
Bisquick
PKG 28®
Family Flour <
8 21®
WHITE MEAT

I 2 OZ
CAN

10' . OZ
CAMPBEILS
I O' j OZ
CANS
■ 29 OZ
BOTS

40 OZ

Sunnyfield 5
_
—
Enriched ' BA(T
.
Jane
Parker
Famous
Bc..
z
Jjnc Parker.Famous^Belly Crocker Recipe
tcipe

Angel Food Cake

16 OZ
EACH

Cup CakesCHo°rcG°o\A0TE PKG

Prnnrl Atp
F 'Ci’ll

fRLsn
WHEAT N-WHITE

OF 6

Za

LVS

BEANS
3 23 02 £97c
f

W,TH PORK or TOMATO SAUCE

Meet

to

mat ket

changes.

“KATHLEEN”
Shirley Temple is back on the
screen again giving an endearing
and captivating performance in
a thoroughly enjoyable motion
picture, with—
Herbert Marshall, Gail Patrick,
Laraine Day, Felix Bressart

SATURDAY ONLY, JAN. 17
DOUBLE FEATURE
Two Big Attractions Two
W C. FIELDS
In his latest and zaniest comedy
A riotous laugh hit!

“NEVER GIVE A SUCKER
AN EVEN BREAK”
Also On the Program
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
and FUZZY KNIGHT in

“MAN FROM MONTANA”
SUN.-MON.. JAN. 18-19
An M.G.M Presentation
JUDY GARLAND and
MICKEY ROONEY in

“BABES ON BROADWAY”
A big new musical comedy fea
turing two of the screen’s most
popular young stars.
with

Fay Bainter, Donald Meek.
Virginia Weidler, Richard Quine
and Alexander Woollcott

South Hope Dance
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
With Billy Dean and his Violin

EVERY SATURDAY

Admission 25c and 35c, (ax incl.
148-Th-tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS JR.
OPTOMETRIST
S38 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
office Hoars: 9 to 12.30—1.36 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

Among the five men accepted for
enlistment in the U. S. Navy at
the recruiting station in Augus-ta
this week was a Rockland boy,
James Everett McPhee, of 73 Mav
erick street.
Commencing this
coming Sunday, Jan. 18, the Navy
Recruiting Station will close at 1
p. m. each Sunday, in compliance
with orders received from the
Navy Department at Washington.

Dr. Park’s Prayer

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE
A department devoted to news items concerning these

patriotic organizations

There will be a parish meeting
Fifty-one were in attendance
at St. Peters Episcopal Church to
Monday night at the First Aid class
night with supper at 6.30,
being conducted by Fire Chief Allen
Charles M. Cook received news Payson of Camden at the High
Tuesday of the death of his School building. Following the 20
brother, Arthur W. Cook, in San hour course which is required fcr
Diego, Calif. The deceased was a the standard adult certificate an
former resident of Rcckland and
advance course of 10 hours will be
was well remembered here.
given thus preparing this class for
Alonzo Spaulding is confined to the National Red Cross Representa
his home in Thomaston with an tive N. A. Parker who will be pres
ent the week of March 16 to give
attack of grippe.
the instructor’s course of 15 hours.
The sewing circle of the Wins This class will meet Monday and
low-Holbrook Post Auxiliary will Thursday evenings from 7 to 9
meet at 2 o'clock on Friday aft o'clock at the High School building.
Those who have enrolled to date
ernoon. Hostesses will be Mrs.
Mildred Wallace and Mrs. Delia are Miss Deris Coltart. Mrs. Minerva
Small, Alvin Small. Miss Mary Snow,
Day.
Frank Ross. Mrs. Catherine Blethen,
All outgoing and incoming offi Mrs. Edith Tanguay, Mrs. Clara Kel
cers of Golden Rod Chapter O E.S. sey, Leroy Brann, Mrs. Esther Bird.
are requested to meet at the Temple Miss Ida Hughes, Miss Mildred
Sunday afternocn at 2 sharp for a Sweeney, Miss Lucille Curtis, Miss
rehearsal in preparation for instal Elsie Burbank, Fred Black, Mrs.
lation which takes place Friday Evelyn Cates, Mrs. Carol Jillson,
Clifton Cross, Edwin Jones, Arnold
night at 8 o’clock.
Nelson, Horace Maxey, Miss Eliza
Representative Cleveland Sleeper, beth Rackley, Miss Mary Browne,
Jr. has something to think about David Hodgkins Jr., Albert Mills Jr.,
today besides Legislature. It is Walter Dimick. Albert Adams, Mrs.
the arrival of a daughter at Knox Hester Crone, Miss Joyce Johnson,
Hospital. The newcomer will join Mrs. Edna Trembly, Allston Smith,
a family group which includes three Douglas Cooper, Richard Marsh,
sons.
Mrs. Ruth Spear, Miss Helen Old is,
Miss Annie Rhodes, James Stevens,
All having books which they in
Harry Levensaler, Oliver Holden,
tend to give to soldiers and sailors
Charles Jilison, Mrs. Avis Brasier,
in the service are asked to leave
Mrs. Leona Whitehill. William Whit
them at the Public Library on or
ing, Joseph Blaisdell, Dana Cum
before closing time Saturday. The
mings, Donald Crie, Mrs. Adelle
books will be packed and shipped to
Lundell, Alan Grossman, Sidney
men m the armed forces.
Harden, Laroy Brown and Miss
At the Sea Scout meeting Wed Katherine Veazie.
Another class in First Aid started
nesday night Charles Whitmore
Monday
evening at Masonic Temple
was appointed new yeoman for the
with
Elmer
Joyce as instructor. A
ship and Eugene Fales was ap
great
deal
cf
practical work will be
pointed ship bugler in Dudley
given
in
this
clatss. Forty-eight
Harvey’s absence.
The rating
members
were
present including
sheets are being prepared in prep
many
of
the
school
teachers and
aration for the annual in
members
of
the
Knox
County
Motor
spection of the ship by the com
Corps.
The
second
meeting
of
this
modore. A portion of the meet
class
will
be
held
Friday
rnght
at
ing was spent on Emergency Serv
7
o
’
clock
at
Legion
Hall
and
stated
ice Corps teste.
meetings will be held Mondays at
the Masonic Temple and Fridays at
BORN
Legion
Hall at 7 sharp. Other First
Sleeper
At Knox Hospital, Rock
land? Jan. 14, to Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Aid classes will be started a little
land Sleeper, Jr., a daughter.
Gardner
At Hartford, Conn., Dec. later.
31. tb Mr and Mrs. Robert Gardner,
The sub-chairmen of the Women’s
formerly of Rockland, a daughter—
Glennis.
Division of Civilian Defense for
Knox County will meet Thursday
DIED
afternoon
at 2 o’clock at the home
Stone — At Philadelphia. Jan. 14,
Jennie (Woster) wife of Parker R. cf Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Talbot Ave
Stone, formerly of North Haven, aged
58 years. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock nue, County chairman.
from Good funeral home, Camden.
A meeting was held this week in
Interment in Camden.
Morrison—At Clark Island, Jan. 13, the office of Mayor Edward R.
Judith F.. infant daughter of Ken Veazie, City co-ordinator, of the
neth and Eileen L. (Havener) Morri
son, aged 3 months. 2 days. Funeral various committee chairmen and
Thursday at 2 o'clock from residence.
Cooper—At North Haven, Jan. 11, representatives of the local Public
Capt. Sanford Cooper, aged 92 years. Utilities in the interest of the Civili
1 month and 10 ays.
an Defense program. Those present
IN MEMORIAM
were H. P. Blodgett, Thomas C.
In loving memory of Herbert C. Stone and Allan F. McAlary repre
Coates who passed away Jan. 16. 1938
and Albert P Coates who passed away senting the Public Utilities and Mrs.
March 31. 1933
Elizabeth Seavey, chairman of the
Think of them faring on as dear
In the love of there as the love of Women’s Division, Louis B. Cook,
here.
Think of them still as the same I say. Air Raid chairman. Van E. Russell,
They are not dead but Just away.
Mrs. Herbert Coates. Nelly Coates Fire Chairman, Arthur D. Fish, Po
Jordan.
lice chairman, John Pcmeroy, and
Rockport. 1942.
•
William J. Sullivan, chairman of the
Disaster committees.
CARO OF THANKS
Wc wish to thank our neighbors
Mrs. Horatio Cowan, county chair
and friends and Chief Van Russell
mid the Fire Department who assis man for the Woman’s Division has
ted us in our fire last week
announced that office hours will be
Mr and Mrs. Donald Lewis
Ash Point.
held at her home on Talbot avenue
from 2 to 4 and 7.30 to 9 daily, Mon
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
day
through Friday. Those who will
Whereas. It has pleased God in His
Divine Wisdom to remove from our be cn duty there are Mrs. Helvl
midst. Mrs. Addle Jenkins, one of the
Twentieth Century Club's most de Hamalainen, Monday and Thursday
voted members, whose friendliness we afternoons. Mrs. Ruth Cross Tues
were privileged to enjoy during her as
sociation with us, therefore be It
day and Friday afternoons, Miss
Resolved. That the Club deeply
mourns the loss of this loved and Polly Bartlett, Wednesday after
honored member, who was an ardent noon, Miss Shirley Blackington,
supporter of all good In the Club,
evening. Mrs. Virginia
and who was always present when Mcnday
health would permit; be it further
Resolved. That a page of our records Crockett Tuesday evening. Mrs. Vir
be Inscribed to our departed member, ginia Anderson, Wednesday evening,
an that a copy of these Resolutions
be sent to The Courier-GazrAte for Mrs. Neva Wiggin. Thursday eve
publication.
Doris B. Graffam. Evelyn Cunning ning and Mrs. Lettie Cress, Friday
ham. Amy C. Miller, Committee on evening. Miss Helen Crockett is the
Resolutions.
alternate for evening work. The of
Rockport, Jan. 7. 1942
fice is in need of a desk, letter file,
Winslow-Holbrook Post Auxiliary stapler and puncher and anyone
will serve a public supper Satur having this equipment to lend
day, 5 to 7 at Legion hall—adv.
should call the office. Two type
writers have been loaned but are in
need of renovating and offers of re
pair work will also be appreciated.

BINGO

Sat. Night, Spear Hall, 7.45

On Evening Play, Flour. Sugar.
Shortening. Butter, Potatoes, Steak.
Plenty of Bacon and Eggs. Given
Away $20—2 each.____________ 71*lt

BINGO
Friday Nite, Spear Hall 7.45
Given Away—Chicken Dinner, Big
Double Blanket and $2—1 each.
7*lt

The crew of the ship Thomas Wildey of the Rebekah Fleet which is
at present doing Red Cross work
will meet Friday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Lizzie French on
School street.
Members of the First Aid commit
tee which is sponsoring the various
First Aid classes are Mrs. Eugene
O’Neil, chairman. Mrs. Arthur Lamb,
Mrs. Harry Levensaler, Mrs. Putnam
P. Bicknell, Mrs. John G. Snow. Mrs.
Kennedy Crane and Mrs. Edward K.
Leighton.

Speakers slated for the Rockland
Laymen’s Regional Conference at
the First Baptist Church in Rock
land, Jan. 28 will be Dr. Paul H.
Conrad of New York City, regional
representative of the Council cn
Finance and Promotion for the East
ern District, comprising the States
of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con
necticut, New York, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Delaware, and the Dis
trict of Columbia, and Dr. Alton L.
Miller of Boston, chairman of the
board of American Baptist Home
Mission Society, and past president
of the Northern Baptist Convention.

Maurtiz F. Danielson of Rockland
was before Municipal Court Tuesday
on charges of breaking and entering
and larceny arising from the alleged
theft of $30 from the coin box of
a mechanical phonograph in the Fox
Lunch. The arrest was made by
Patrolman Roland Sukeforth who
investigated the break upon the re
port from Michael Ristano, owner
of the restaurant that the shop had
been burglarized. Danielson plead
ed guilty to the charge and was
bound over to the February term of
Superior Court. Unable to furnish
bail, he was committed to await
triai.
David Nichols, son of George Nich
ols, Lincolnville, is one of the four
finalists recently named for the
Junior-Senior Speaking Contest at
Bates College where he is a Sehior.
Each of the four contestants will
give a ten-minute talk in the morn
ing chapel exercises sometime dur
ing the coming week, and tlie win
ner will be chosen on the basis cf
that speech. Nichols is prominent
in debating and is a member of
Delta Sigma Rho, national honorary
debating society. Among his ether
activities are the vice presidency of
the Publishing Association and
membership on the news staff of the
college weekly. Nichols is a candi
date for honors in his major field
of history and government.
Herbert Marsh, violinist, with a
group cf Warren pupils, Lois Nor
wood, Lillian DurrelL Alice Marie
Griffin and Willis Berry, with Mrs.
Mildred Berry at the piano, will
play two selections at the Educa
tional Club Friday night.

“Give Us Ample Warning of
the Dangers That Lurk
About Us”
This Divine petition holds such a
wealth of need for each and every
one that The Courier-Gazette prints
it for the spiritual help in its sup
port It is the prayer offered by
Rev. Charles E. Parks at King’s
Chapel:
Ancient of days, in thy sight our
eternities are only as an afternoon
when it is past. We pray thy con
descension, to be mindful, as we are
mindful, of the passing of our time,
and to teach us how to prepare for
the new year which has just begun.
Instruct us in thy holy ways, that
the lives we live may have integrity:
that each year at its closing may
leave in cur possession some treas
ure of memory, some lesson or
warning, some happiness or accom
plishment that shall add power to
the years that lie ahead of us. En
lighten our vision of thy holy pur
pose, that each year at its opening
may bring to our souls the stimulus
of its unsullied freshness and the
challenge of its opportunity.
If this new year bids fair to be
dark with anxiety and suffering,
grant us to begin it with high reso
lution, and to go on from day to day
with unflagging courage. Give us
ample warning, we beseech thee, of
the dangers that lurk about us, the
unbridled passions and hatreds, the
perfidies and indecencies that wait
to besiege our spirits and lead them
captive. If we musT cope with such
things, help us to do so without con
tamination. Thou hast given us the
power of love and hate. Teach us to
use that power always in thy ways,—
to love always what thou dost love;
to hate only that which is detestable
unto thyself. Thou hast set before
us thy shining ideals cf manhood, in
its strength and generosity, in its
truth and promise and magnanimity.
Help us never to forget ourselves;
but in all our dealings with friend or
foe to show that generosity without
which cur strength is only brutal
ity; and to act with that magnanim
ity which is the best sign of our own
power, and without which our truth
is falsehood and our promise empty.
Thou knowest the dark and diffi
cult pathway that we must walk; be
at hand to guide and bless. Let thy
quiet voice always be heard above
our confusion of counsels reminding
us that we are toiling not for the
moment but for eternity; and that
the treasures of justice and liberty
which we strive to protect are not
for us only, but for all thy children
in all places of thy dominion. As in
days of old, make us again the serv
ants of thy will, clean, and devoted,
and self-forgetting, fit instruments
for thy use against the forces that
have denied thee.
Bless unto us throughout the ccm
ing year the mercies we still enjoy;
our nation, our public servants, our
institutions, our busy cities and
peaceful towns and villages, our
homes and family ties and affec
tions, the pride of our memories, and
the incentive of our hopes. If <we
have taken these too much for
granted and have looked upon them

W. H. Emery

BURPEE’S

Ambulance Service

, FUNERAL HOME W

• ••

Ambulance Service ?
»

RUSSELL

TELEPHONES
666 or 761-1 or 781-11

FUNERAL HOME

116-111 UMEBOCK STREET

• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 6Si
BOCKIANO, MB.

SUOCDMD, tSSL. 119-tf
i

RADIO SERVICE
Plenty of Parts and Tubes
CaU 590-W

7*lt

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

with the carelessness of familiarity,
forgive us and correct us, and bind
us together into a singleness of
gratitude and loyalty and resolute
determination. We know that in

the end thy victory must rest Support us as we strive to walk in
with the (right; give us then that path,/—thy truth a lamp unto
purity of heart and wisdom of mind our feet, rand thy love a ledestnr to
to find the pathway of thy right.. make out darkness bright. We ask
which ever leadeth unto victory.*it thro-jgh Christ, our lord; Amen.
■ ■! ■'Wil
I .L'H I
'
---------- -______ I,
....................

Wheaties,
2 pkg 21c
Armour’s Treet, tin 22c
Grated Cheese, pkg 9c
Salad Dressing, qt jar 27c
Ketchup, 2 14-oz bots 23c
Spam,
12-oz tin 29c
Tomatoes, 3 No. 2 tins 27c
Peas,
3 No. 2 tins 27c
Oxydol,
Ige pkg 22c
Clorox,
pt hot 10c
Minute Tapioca 2 pkgs 21 c
Pop-o-Pop Corn 3 pkg 25c
Seeing is Believing—And you’ll see convincing
proof of savings on display in both our markets—

Try it!!!

CHUCK ROAST...................... lb 23c
—Juicy, tender, mellow, flavored roasts.

CUT FOWL...................... . .. each 79c

NEW MID-TOWN

CAFE
367 Main St.,

Rockland

It’s a pleasant place for refresh,
ment and a chat! You get such
courteous service, such good food,
and everything’s so sensibly
priced!
The Mid-Town is open daily
6 A. M. until midnight.
Specials on Sea Foods, Steaks
and Chops

BETWEEN YOU AND COLD
FEET . . . let’s hope there’s not a
pair in all America.

Yes ... we have the woolen
underwear . . . hose . . . shirts
. . . trousers. Everything to keep
you warm and healthy.

WARM PARKAS
for men and boys

BENEFIT BEANO
THURSDAY, 8.15

And Now HATS
are on tap

K. P. HALL, THOMASTON

Door and Attendance

GREGORYS

Prises

TEL. 294

Plenty of Coupon Games
7*lt

416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. MR.

tins 27c

PORK ROAST, little pig.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 23c
POT ROAST, lean, economical.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 35c

FRESHLY SHUCKED

TURKEYS, Northern, 8 to 12 Ib. ave.. .. .. .. .. Ib

CLAMS

35c

SALT PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 15c
PIG’S LIVER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7. Ib 20c

STEWING BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 21c
FRANKFORTS or MINCED HAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 21c
FRESH BACON .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 23c

SAUSAGE, home made.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 29c
SWIFT’S COUNTRY ROLL

pt 25c

YOUR CHOICE

Salt Mackerel
Salt Cod Tongues
Salt Cod Sounds Lb.
Salt Halibut Fins

lie

Crabmeat Deer Isle tin 29c
Shrimp,
2 tins 29c

Broken, for Salads and Stews

SWIFT’S N. Y. STATE JUNE

lb 39c

BUTTER,

12 for 10c

—A welcome change.

FIG BARS,

33c

FANCY’ JUICY

TANGERINES,

2 doz 35c

CALIF NAVEL. LGE SIZE

2 lbs 27c

SPARKLET STRAWBERRIES, box 23c

—A real fig filling.

COOKIES,

CHEESE, A flavor you will likelf)

2 lbs 23c

ENGLISH ASSORTMENT

2doz 49c

ORANGES,

BY POPULAR REQUEST WE OFFER AGAIN

21gelvs 17c
doz 15c
2'/* lb pkgs 31c

MALTEX
CEREAL,

“SPARKLET” FROZEN FRESH—
Broccoli, String Beans, Cauliflower
Brussel Sprouts
Peas
Cut Corn
Package, 19c
CRESCENT BRAND

Veg. Shortening,

Kitchen

3 lb tin 55c

FLOURS” $1.19

Tested

Pillsbury’s Farina .... 14 oz pkg 9c
Pkg
Baby Lunch Crackers, 2’/2 Ib box 29c
HERSHEY
Early Morn Molasses .... qt jar 27c
CHOCOLATE a
Campbell’s Tomato Soup .... tin 7c
BARS
™
Milk, Milk Almond, Kraekle
Franco-American Spaghetti .. tin 9c
Wilson Salad Dressing .... qt jar 27c
FRESH
Cucumber Chip Pickles 24 oz jar 19c Friend’s Chicken Soup, family size 29c
Cocoanut, fancy bulk.. .. .. .. .. . Ib 19c
Macaroni, bow ties.. .. .. .. .. Ib pkg 11c .Strawberries, in syrup.. .. .. .. . tin 23c
Baker’s Cocoa .. three 1/2 Ib tins 27c Raspberries, in syrup.. .. .. .. .. . tin 23c

21c

10c

AKED BEANS

VAN CAMPS
IN TOMATO SAUCE
“THE CREAM OF THE CROP”

COFFEE SERVICE!
DIVIDEND COFFEE.. .. .. .. .. 2 lbs 29c
—"Full Flavor—Full Valur."

SKI CLOTHING

The great bi
tender kind

BACON, sliced rindless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 29c

GOLD MEDAL

at the

GREEN
GIANT
PEAS

—There’s nothing better as a source of vim and vigor.

TEA ROLLS,

15c

Ib tin 59c

CALVES LIVER .. ...................... Ib 39c

CHEESE,

between you and the warm un
derwear you need to keep you out
of the wrong kind of draft . . •

CAMELS
LUCKY STRIKE
CHESTERFIELDS
OLD GOLD
nktr
PHILIP MORRIS

TOBACCO,

SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD—Ameriran Pimento

MEET YOUR FRIENDS

CIGARETTES

GEORGE WASHINGTON

—Split, cleaned and ready for the pan.

DONUTS,

There’s only a strip
of plate glass

19 /

Children Need Meat for Growing Bodies!

PLAIN OR SUGARED

Clearance Sale of dresses. Alfreda Perry, 7 Limcrock St.—adv.

IVORY SBAP!
2 Ig bars

BREAD,

More Talk of the Town on Page 6.

Marathon $5.00

Central Shell Station
34 Union St., Rockland

Page Three

HONEY BOY

for boys, misses and men

29®
15®
19®

ANN PACE

LANS

THURS.-FRI., JAN. 15-16
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
in

7 07
CAN

6 OZ CAN

ANN
PAGE
YUKON
CON IS.

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 8,20
Sunday at 3

JARS

ANN PAGE

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 15. 1942

Every-Othdr-Day

RINSO
Lge pkg 22c; Giant 61c

—“Rich, hearty, fuU bodied.”

Gold Dust,
pkg 15c
Fairy Soap, 4 bars 15c

BLISS COFFEE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 49c
—“Enjoy a Grand Cup of Coffee."
FIRE • WRI»f
no»n«c soar

Pea Soup, Habitant.. .. .. .. .. .. . tin 11c

THE

17c

Mug Mustard.. .. .. .. . 7% oz. mug 9c
Phillips Chicken Soup.. .. .. .. .. .. tin 9c
Phillips Vegetable Beef Soup . tin 7c

WHITE HOUSE COFFEE .. 2 lbs 47c

Baker’s Chocolate .... V2 Ib bar 15c

22 OZ.
TINS

SWAN SOAP
Med. 2 for 11c
Lge. 2 for 19c

PERRY MARKETS

PHONE !Q34 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY’ USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST HARKETi
UliM

f

Page Four
“Did he say who?”
"No. When he said, ‘We’ll be
married here,’ I heard a voice,
which didn’t seem to be mine, re
tort: ‘That would be awkward, be
cause—well, because I am already
married.’ and then he said—”
”1 heard the rest.” Harcourt
walked to the window and looked
out.
“That being the case there is only
one thing to be done now. Remember
that yesterday I told you I had a
plan? It won’t interfere in the least
with your onward, upward business
career. I tried to prepare you for it
last evening when I hoisted that 'No
"If I buy, you’ll admit I pay the Trespassing' sign. I want you to
highest market price." He took a marry me.”
Was she really thousands of miles step nearer. “Like you all the bet
"No! No! No!”
from New York, Janice asked tier- ter for that flare, Jan. Crazy about
“It is the only way out. If he
self, as she passed modem build- you. Now I'll never let you go. You finds that you were bluffing, Pax
ant’s, a college, homes with gar know that vou love me. I'll forgive ton wiil use your admission to in
dens, riotous garden borders, with you this school-girl trick. We’ll be jure you, to bring pressure to bear
< lumps of pale yellow day lilies, married here.”
j to make you marry him. This is
ipikes of larkspur in every known
“Oh, no, we won’t.” Who was the twentieth century, but Mrs.
shade of blue, patches of early pink speaking? Janice listened to the Grundy still carries poison gumjihlox, mists of Gypsophila. She was voice which seemed like her own, drops in her envelope purse. You
amazed at the size of the flowers and yet not her own, which came from have hurt his self-love, and easy
fruits forced to tropical luxuriance a long way off. “It would be awk going as he appears—I know his
by tiie constant dew and mist baths. ward—because—well, because I’m type—he won’t admit himself beatShe was mentally tabulating the already married.”
I en. I suspect that Hale was the in
varieties of flowers she had noticed
“Married!” His grip on her shoul former. There isn’t another man in
as they entered the lounge of a der tightened till it hurt. “Mar the outfit who would do it.”
hotel, set in the midst of several ried!” He turned her toward him.
What had she started? If her self
acres of ground. It was thronged I “What’s the matter with your face? ish defense were to injure Bruce—
with tourists who had arrived by
it couldn’t, it mustn't. She admit
the railroad. She pulled her blue
ted eagerly:
felt hat lower over her eyes, wished
“I don’t care about myself, really
feverishly for an invisible cap. She
I don’t. Whatever Ned Paxton says
would hate to meet anyone she
I can live down, but I realize that
knew. There would be a flood of
I may have injured your profession
questions. Some officious person
al chances by my fool statement.
would radio her whereabouts back
I’ll marry you, do anything to help.”
to New York.
“Cut that out! Think I would save
Refreshed, with her skin windmyself at your expense?”
burned to a dusky pink, cooled by a
“You are suggesting that for me.”
dust of powder, she met Grant in the
“
That’s different. You can’t go
foyer.
back to headquarters except as Mrs.
‘The main dining-room is swarmBruce Harcourt. Tubby’s gone for
1,tg with tourists. Harcourt has or
a
notary public—luckily there is no
dered eats in a private room. There
five-day marriage law in the north
art a lot of newspaper men about
ern wilderness—when we get back
and he's dodging being interviewed
we’ll announce that we set off this
about the bridge.”
morning with every intention of be
She turned as Harcourt entered.
ing married, wanted to avoid fuss,
“Hope you don’t mind the cramped
etc., etc. Let’s try Miss Martha’s
quarters. The place is jammed. The
test. We will live in the same house
tourists will be off after breakfast."
for two months before the marriage
“Breakfast! ”
decree becomes final. Get me? It
“What time did you think it was?
won’t be any different from' living
JVe started at sun-up.”
with your brother Billy. If you dis
“I can't believe it. How far have
cover
at the end of that time that
yje traveled?”
I appear at breakfast ready to bite,
“Hundreds of miles. Unless you
annulment is easy. We'll be mod
\ ni to shop extravagantly, we'll be
ern—call it trial companionship. Un
back at the Waffle Shop in time
derstand me? I will give you ten
lor the mid-day meal.”
minutes in which to think it over.”
Indian boys, in native costume,
He opened the door, closed it be
entered with trays. Amber coffee,
hind
him. Janice tried to weigh
puts of it; rolls, crisp and delicate;
the situation dispassionately.
raspberries, crimson, gigantic—for
Suppose she consented to the plan
raspberries—cream clotted; bacon
Bruce advised? She would still be
in crisp curls; a thick bear steak
secretary to the outfit, do her share
which oozed delectably red at touch
in opening up the great north coun
of a knife; potatoes baked to burst
try. Why shouldn’t she help as
ing flakiness. Janice purred con
tent as she tasted the fruit.
"It would be awkward—because well as the Samp sisters, who were
I making history with their Waffle
“So this is Alaska!”
—well, I’m already married.”
Shop? Life here thrilled her. Occa
Grant grunted skeptically. "A part
of it. Wait till we take you bridge- Does friend husband beat you up'’ sionally—less and less as the days
i went on—a wave of homesickness
building next winter out into a coun To whom are you married?”
swept over her, a frenzied desire
The
strange
voice
so
like
her
own
try where the nights are twenty
to crash through th* monotony
yet
not
her
own
answered
prompt

hours long."
I seized her, a longing for something,
“Why think of a frozen future, Mr. ly.
j she didn’t know what—but the mood
| “To Bruce Harcourt. I—”
Tubby Grant?”
'
vanished as quickly as the thin fila
She
turned
at
a
curious
sound.
Be

“She won't be taken bridge-build
ing next winter,” corrected Har hind Tubby Grant, whose green eyes ment of cloud which was drifting
court curtly, as he cut the steak into bulged, whose boyish mouth sagged above the highest crater-top. The
in surprise, stood Bruce Harcourt. civil ceremony would hardly make
juicy slices.
a dent in her life.
• • •
"Ugh! Big Chief! Heap bossy!”
A knock at the door. Had ten
Janice let her protest go at that.
His eyes steadily compelling her
Grant chuckled. “Says you. With eyes, it seemed hours to Janice be minutes passed already! Her heart
that point nicely washed up, what fore he spoke. Then he said evenly: shot to her throat and fanned its
wings. She steadied her lips.
shall we do next?”
“Met an acquaintance, Jan?”
“Come in.”
“Show Miss Trent the town, Tub
Paxton laughed. Anticipated the
Bruce
Harcourt closed the door
by. Don't let her buy any fake furs.” girl’s answer.
behind him.
Later he asked, "Need any mon
“An acquaintance! I am the man
“Well?”
ey, Janice?”
she
to marry. Is to marry. Just
Janice swallowed hard. “Don’t
“No thanks, I brought all my who was
are you?”
stand there like a judge about to
pay.” She lingered on the threshold.
|
“
Bruce
Harcourt. Janice told you announce a life-sentence. I—I've de
•'Aren't you coming with us?”
"Can't. Business. I will walk as that she was already married to cided. I’m going—back.”
“To New York?”
far as the bank with you and Tubby, me. After that, your boast is an in
“No. To—to headquarters.”
then I’ll meet you at the field in sult to her and to me.”
j Janice stepped between the two
“You understand that you go only
an hour,”
The streets were thronged with men as he took a step forward. as Mrs. Harcourt?”
Something in Janice’s heart
tourists, with automobiles, luxurious What evil spirit had prompted her
imported models, smart town cars, to drag Bruce into the mixup? But snapped.
“Of course I understand. You
shabby out-at-the-elbow flivvers Harcourt laid a silencing hand on
whose only possible excuse for ex her shoulder. He ignored the blond made it plain enough that you
isting was that they kept moving. man regarding them with skeptical wouldn't take Janice Trent back
with you. I know that you don’t
Fat oily Eskimos with square flat amusement.
“We must be off. Janice. Found really want me—I know that I’m
faces, fat little noses; bronzed In
dians in lurid blankets; squaws sell orders here which will take us back tagging again—that I’m utterly self
ish—but—I want to stay in Alaska.
ing baskets and beads; brazen wom at once.”
en, their chains of gold nuggets their
Paxton
laughed
indulgently. I can’t really hurt you by marrying
fortunes; sourdoughs with heavily “Don’t linger on my account, Jan. you—temporarily, can I?”
The tense gravity of his face
lined faces, humor sparkling in their I know where to find you. Sent my
I boat up the coast; I am to join it broke in a smile.
faded eyes; officers in o. d.
“No. You can't really hurt me
A hand touched Janice's shoulder. by plane. Life may be real, life
She iiad been too engrossed in the may be earnest in this wilderness, by marrying me.” He picked up the
panorama to hear footsteps. She but I’ll bet by the time I arrive telephone.
“Office? Harcourt speaking. Tell
j you’ll be fed up on it, be Reno-mind
smiled radiantly.
“Tubby, this is a wonder—” She ed and raring to get back to the Mr. Grant that I am waiting for
looked up. The world went into a Great White Way.”
him.”
Harcourt reached for him. Jan
tailspin. Ned Paxton? She must be
The sense of unreality persisted
dreaming. No, those were his in ice blocked his advance with all her through the civil ceremony, per
tensely blue eyes. His hand tight i strength.
formed by a short, fat little man
ened. She was conscious of mount“Bruce! Bruce! Don’t make a who intoned through a nose pinched
j ig anger under his caressing smile. scene here—please.”
to compression by tortoise-shell eye
“So here you are!”
Witli a laugh and a mocking bow glasses.
She twisted free.
Paxton backed away.
A hand touched hers, slipped
“bo here you are! What are you
“I’m sorry. I’m terribly sorry. I something on her finger. She met
doing so far from the Great White didn’t know why I said it.”
Bruce Harcourt's eyes.
Asked
Way?”
“Said what?”
breathlessly:
His eyes held hers. "I came for
“That you—that I—oh, don't make
“Is it over?”
me repeat it. You know.”
you.”
He looked at her without answer
“For me! How did you know
"Come.”
ing! Grant and the notary said a
where I was?” She could cheerfully
He slipped his arm W’ithin hers few words of felicitation and depart
have bitten out her tongue for grati and led her to the sunny room in ed. Harcourt released her hand.
fy ing him with the question.
which they had breakfasted.
“Quite over. Now, Tubby will take
“Oh, an interested party, who had
“Sit down, Janice. I want to talk you shopping. We haven't much
seen our pictures in the paper, and to you.”
time. I must get back to head
1 cognized you, radioed your where
Harcourt leaned against the table, quarters.”
abouts, and I started. I expected to arms crossed on his chest.
Resentment at the lightness of his
find you, but not so soon.”
“Although his name wasn’t men
An interested party! Hale? Was tioned I gathered that the man was
that the explanation of the demoted Paxton?” she nodded assent. “Why This[KING of All
chief's sinister chuckle yesterday? did you barricade yourself behind
Somehow she must get rid of her a lie'”’
Cough Mixtures
ex-fiance before Bruce and Grant
“Someone touched me on the
came. Could she infuriate him so shoulder. I looked up expecting to
that he would hate her, leave her?
see Mr. Grant. When I saw Ned, a
ACTS LIKE A FLASH
“Did you buy that radio informa sense of unreasoning terror, panic,
The King of all cough medicines—
tion as you have bought everything stampeded me. The world went into Buckley’s CANADIOL Mixture—hae
been used for years In over 70% of
all your life? You boast that you a tailspin. My one thought—if you Canada's
homes. Fast working, triple
bribed your way out of college can call my mental process thinking acting Buckley’s Mixture quickly loos
and raises phlegm lodged in the
scrapes. You were the youngest —was to put an unscalable wall be ens
tubes — clears air passages— soothes
captain in your regiment. Why? Not tween us. I had been so happy all rasped raw tissues, one or two sips
and worst coughing spasm ceases. You
because you were a better soldier, morning—”
get results fast You feel the effect of
but because your father was a Sen
"You had been happy?”
Buckley's instantly.
Compounded from rare Canadian
ator with oodles of money and in
“Gorgeously. When I looked up
Balsam and other soothing heal
fluence.”
and saw that man it was like— Pine
ing ingredients Buckley’s CANADIOL
She stopped for breath. His eyes like a plunge back into the night Mixture ls different from anything
ever tried
Do get a bottle of
were dark with amazement, his lips mare of those weeks before you vou
this great Canadian cough medicine
hung open. Of a sudden, color found my slipper. When he said today at Corner Drug Store—Thomas
Agent: McDonald Drug Store—or
surged under his fair skin as though that someone who had seen my pic ton
any good drug store on our standing
it would burst through, it reddened ture in the paper had radioed him guarantee of satisfaction or money
gvet}
ear». _
..
W^teabout^L!—
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The Public Library Association
met Monday and elected these
officers: President, Foster Jame
son; vice president. Nathan Farwell; treasurer. Harold W. Flan
ders; secretary. Earle Spear; trus
tees for three years: Annie Thomp
son, S. H. Weston, W. H. Brooks,
Jr., librarian. Sarah Lash; chair
man of magazine committee, Agnes
L. Creamer; chairman of book
committee, Earle Spear; chairman
ol membership committee, Edna
Young; chairman of entertain
ment committee. Nathan Farwell.
The Baptist Church will hold
worship Sunday at 10.45, Rev. H.
Norman Korb Missionary of the
American Sunday School Union
will be the speaker. Church School
meets at 12; Young People at 6;
service of worship and song at 7.
Prayer service and Bible study will
be held Wednesday at 7.30. Cot
tage meeting witli be Jan. 22 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
Water at North Waldoboro. The
Association Prayer meeting was
held Monday with a goodly num
ber present. Rev. Verne T. Vin
cent of North Edgecomb led the
service. Delegates were present from
North Edgecomb, Aina, Damaris
cotta, Jefferson and South Somer
ville. The next .session will be
Feb. 9 at North Edgecomb.
Charles Lilly Post, A. L. and
Auxiliary will hold a special meet
ing at Grand Army hall Monday
night for the Dedication of the
Colors. Legions posts, in thts vicin
ity have been invited to attend this
ceremony as well as State officers
of the Legion.
The Woman’s Club met Tues
day afternoon at Community
Garden Club House. Miss Clara
Gay held th? closest attention of
her audience when she spoke on
“Memories. ’ Tea was served by
the hostess Mrs. Ethel Ludwig,
Mrs. Helen Perry and Mrs. 'Rose
Weston.
A President’s Birthday Ball wiH
be held Jan. 30 in the High School
auditorium. Music will be fur
nished by Dsy’s Orchestra. Pro
ceeds will go to the Infantile Par
alysis Fund. The locatt committee
wishes to express appreciation to
Principal Earle Spear for nostponing a scheduled basketball
game for Jan. 30 with Erskine
Academy until the following night
in order that Waldoboro could
celebrate with the rest of the na
tion.
The Mending Club will meet
Friday night with Mrs. A. D. Gray.
Mrs. Arthur Brown Ls enter
taining the Bridge Club at her
Main street home tonight.
Miss Charlotte 'Lermond of
Jefferson is visiting her grand
mother Mrs. George Greenlaw.
Mrs. A. L>. Gray accompanied
Mrs. Charles Stenger of Friend
ship to Augusta Wednesday where
thfy attended an executive board
meeting of the Maine Congress of
Parents and Teachers.
Miss Shirley Burns, R. N„ has
returned from Bath where she
has been doing private duty.
Capt. Ralph Pollard and Floyd
Benner attended the installation
ceremonies Tuesday of the Blue
Lodge of Masons and the Chap
ter at Wiscasset. Capt. Pollard was
the installing officer for the Blue
Ledge.
Robert Schoppe is instructing
Red Cross First Aid classes in
Damariscotta and Jefferson.
Dr. George Coombs, Floyd Ben
ner, Miss Agnes- Creamer. (Mrs.
Verna Little and Mrs. Mildred
Robertson attended the County
Chapter Red Cross meeting Wed
nesday in Damariscotta.
Donald French who Ls employed
by the Post Office Department in
the Panama Canal Zone is spend
ing a short vacation with Mrs.
French and children and with his
grandmother, Mrs. Beelle Poland.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rogers re
cently entertained Clinton Fickett,
Mr. and Mrs. Alwyn French and
Thomas Lawson, all of Rockland,
the occasion serving as a farewell

“Devikjncarnate”

WARREN

Rockland, Jan. 14
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Let the Finns speak for themselves.
TTie Finns, from one end of Knox
County to the other know me well
and are my friends, as I am their
friend.» I have no better neighbors
and friends than the Finns near me
at the Knox Arboretum. So, Mr.
Editor, don’t worry.
What we. as liberty-loving Ameri
cans, have to worry about are the
two arch fiends—Devils incarnate—
Hitler and the old man (92) at the
head of “the Black Dragons" of
Japan. Don't blame or condemn
all Japs or all Germany. Many are
peace-loving and opposed to their
dictators, but dare not raise their
voices or whisper a word cf protest.
When they do in Japan, as several
of their army generals and naval
officers have, they are invited to
commit hari-kari—that is, disem
bowel themselves. Even the Mika
do dare not voice his peace views.
If these two blood-thirsty war fiends
are captured and executed, this
World War will end.
The Russian red army will take
care of Hitler and hts fast dwindling
army, now in Russia. Whenever the
UB.S.R. conquers a country, as half
of Poland, Latvia, Estonia, they
free the peoples thereof. When they
with the help of China, conquer
Japan, as they are sure to do when
the last one of Hitler's invading
army Ls killed, surrenders, or is
driven cut, when the red army
marches into Berlin, the German
workers and people will be freed of
Hitler and can then form a Social
ist Soviet Republic. All the Euro
pean countries, now enslaved by
Hitler ad his soldiers, will, with the
help of the British and American
governments, be freed and can then
form the United Socialist States ol
Europe.
Speed the day!
Norman Wallace Lermond

MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Genthner
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Harlow Genthner in West Waldo
boro.
Mrs. Theodore McLain went Sun
day to New York, called by the
serious illness of her father, Capt.
Oillmore.
Hartwell Carter passed the week
end at home from Fort McKinley.
S. F. Studley wa.s guest Sunday
of his son and daughter-in-law in
Damariscotta.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Walter spent
Sunday at M. L. Shuman’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain
and MLss Pauline McLain made a
day’s visit in Portland recently.
Mrs. Bessie Prior and son. Vernard, were Damariscotta visitors
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hilton and
children of Broad Cove were recent
guests at L. W. Gsier’s.
Mrs. Dorothy Prior of Waldoboro
visited recently at the home of Mrs.
Ralph Genthner.

SENTER * CRANE'S
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Horman Lermond Expresses
His Opinion of Hitler and
Head of Black Dragoons

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondeiu
fit « js:«
Tel. 49
All officers have been re-elected
in Georges River Lodge, K. P.
They are: Chancellor, Herbert L.
Kenniston; vice chancellor. John
Anderson: prelate, Everett Hast
ings; master of work, Curtis Star
rett; master of finance, Jesse
Milfl-s; master of the exchequer,
Gecrge E. Gray; keeper of records
and seals. Herbert K. Thomas;
master at arms, Roland Starrett;
Inner guard, Joseph Stickney;
outer guard. William Anderson;
trustee for three years. Curtis C.
Starrett. No plans were made for
installation.
Sergt. Foster King completed the
third lesson of the series Tuesday
to the special war time deputies
at the junior high school build
ing. An announcement will be
made for next Tuesday’s class.
The seventh lesson in the standard
first aid course was given Tuesday
by Miss Jane Miller of Thomas
ton with Miss M'arie Clark of
Thomaston assisting.
The ad
vanced course will follow imme
diately after the completion of
three more lessons. Miss Miller has
been assisted by Edward An
derson. Thomaston fire chief,
and) Jean
Crie,
junior
life
saver, as well as Marie Clark,
senior life saver. A course for air
aid wardens will be opened soon
women to place their names with
'Mrs. Wilills R. Vinal. local chair
man of the Women’s Division.
Mrs. Sidney: Wyllie Ls chairman of
the ar raid wardens' course which
wall meet afternoons instead of
evenings. The earlier names are
turned in for enrollment, the more
quickly can classes get underway.
No house to house canvass will
be made to secure Warren’s quota
of $656 for the Red Cross War
Chest. Contributions .will be turned
over to Mrs. Inez Mathews, cr
Mrs. Chester Wyllie local president
and treasurer of the organization.
The Master Mason degree was
conferred on one candidate. 'Mon
day at a special meeting of St.
George Lodge. F.A.M. Visitors
were present from Aurora Lodge
of Rockland. Lunch wa.s served
after the work.
“Love’s Search for the Lost,"
will be the morning sermon topic
Sunday at the Baptist Church and
at 7. "The Exhaustless Supply.”
Church school will meet at 12.
Members of the Georges Valley
Boys 4-H Club and of Troop 224,
(Boy scouts, will make a collection
of waste paper for national defense
soon, the date to be announced.

Books for Buddies

The Antique Club met Monday
with Mrs. Charles Williams. Granite

Island
Supt. of Schools G. A Bragdon
went Monday to Swan's Island and
Prenchboro.
Mrs. Irven Stone and son Doug
las of North Haven are guests cf Mr
and Mrs. Andy Gildn r t

LADIES’SILK HOSIERY |

Mrs. Roy Dyer went

Monday to

Springfield. Ma. - win re
has employment.

M’

Dy< i

The High Schoo! Debatin') Club
will hold a supper Jar. 22 at 5 30
B Union Church ve iiy.

i

Union Chui eh Choii will meet to
klzht at the heme < ' M’
Cor".

Ey

Ocean Bonn.I Rebekah I .od e met
^Tuesday after whi i : n entertain■fnenl was held ami box lunch served

4-

/

Full Fashioned! Pure Silk Leg!
Foot and Top Silk and Rayon!

Complete line of eolors

AU first quality!

Notice Regarding Deliveries:
In view of the tire situation we ask .von to co-operate by lak.ng
parcels with you whenever possible!

,

Mrs. I. G. Calderwood anompan
vied by her daughters Mr- I.) nald
Patterson and Mrs Henley Game:
nv nt Tuesday to Buffalo. N. V
where the wdl spend the lemamdei
wol the Winter with M
ami Mi
A D Patterson.
Red Cross connnitte. and all in
jterested in Civilian Helen e met
Monday at Union Church vc. tip
V’ith Miss Dorothy I awry and Mi
J'als.V Tli'.mpson ol Rockland pr..
Wilt. Mucli interest wa.s shown will
filxiut 70 ill atlindame
M
Thompson pave m inteie tini- leli.j
tm “World Condition ol Todn\
Miss Lawry tc I. up ihe i xplunatioil
K)f, the puipo*' and importance (d

fsigning (lie volunteer rep i trat im
,e Won J
»jlank. Tine ■civilian Deletv
: Chad J
«in's Council commiiiee are
1nan: Mis. I■’red Greeidaw ; placed
Smallo', J
1 nent bureau. Mis Agnes
(taliti'i 1
e.s
M
rs
Ivan
1 raining elan

Tempting Ter

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 rents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

TEA
In Packages of 10

Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

CAT. white shag with black patches
GOOD paying Watkins Route Must
have car. No investment. Write DEPT lost Monday. Reward. CLARA GRANT.
184
South Main St.. Tel. 526 M
7-9
A. Box 367, Newark, N. J.
7*8
USED typeewrlter wanted.
TEL.
DRIVE shaft lost. 2 ft.x2 in., be
1328-M or write Box 572.
7-It tween Augusta and Rockland Reward
WOOD choppers
wanted.
MIKE PHILIP G. ROWLING. 21 Trinity Si ,
6‘8
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R, City.
6-tf City. Tel 202._______________
POSITION open for bell boy In a
LARGE brass door key lost Under
Rockland hotel. Ages 18-25.
Write please call COURIER- GAZETTE
6 1!
"RH.C." care Courier-Gazette.
6 8
SHIP’S lantern wanted, preferably
brass.
CALL Rockland 793-W after
4 p. m.
3-tf
ART square wanted for living room
CLEMENT Chicks Are "tops” for
TEL. Rockland 793-W after 4 p. m. 3-tf
heavy egg production and meat. R<x!
OLD fashioned parlor lamps want Rock,. Clem Cross baby pullets, cock
ed, with round colored glass shades. I erels, Malne-U S. Puliorum Clean
need some right away W. J. FRENCH. Based on years of finest breeding
Camden. Tel. 740.________________ 155-tf Pullet chicks in all breeds. Free cata
FURNITURE wanted to upholster log tells all. White today. CLEMENTS
culled for and delivered. T .1 FLEM BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33, WinterING. 19 Birch St., Tel. 212 W.
1 tf port, Me.

THE NEW K

NEW ICE CRE

EGGS AND CHICKS

UNION
A member of the local placement
bureau, in civilian defense, will be
at the Vose Library Saturday from
2 to 4 to register citizens for volun
teer service. The reasons for this
registration are: To ascertain how’
much time, may be had and in what
way, each citizen may aid in de
fense; to enable the community to
have advance information of actual
amount of service available, in order
to act immediately in an emergency;
also that the local Red Cross and
Civilian Defense organization will
have necessary information of the
number needing training courses.
In immediate registration, residents
will be expediating the local place
ment chairman in her work, and in
turn hastening results in the county
and state set-up of civilian defense.

TO LET

Ten million books will be
sought for men of the United 1,
States armed forces and Mer ;
chant Marine through this I
poster, designed by the Na
tionally known illustrator, C.
B, Falls. Sponsors of the Vic
tory Book Campaign are the
American Red Cross, Ameri
party for Mr. Fickett who left the can Library Association and
following day for Boston where he the United Service Organiza
tions.
was inducted into the service.
Samuel Hooper of Boston spent
the week-end at the home of his It has been estimated that more I
sister-in-law, Mrs. Alfred Stand than one-third of tpe trucks and '
ish. Mr. Hooper Ls buying a farm automobiles produced in the United
at Orffs Corner. He was supper States still are in use on the high
guest Sunday night of Mr. and Mrs. ways of the nation.
Alvin Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Reed and
daughter June were visitors Sunday The Quickest, Surest Way
at Mr. and Mrs. John Malson's in
YOU Can Help Win This
Friendship.

tone, at the fact that he was eager to
turn her over to his henchman,
pricked at Janice’s not too steady
nerves. How could he take the
situation so lightly?
“You speak as though you were
in the habit of being married every COUUBB-GAZETTE WANT ADS
day.”
WORK WONDERS
"Not every day. Never before to
a girl who was miles away during
the ceremony, who didn't sense the
Many Never
fact that I existed.”
Janice’s heart was twisted by Suspect Cause
contrition. He had sacrificed him
self to help her and she had repaid Off. Backaches
by being hateful. Impulsively she
held out her hands.
“Bruce! Bruce! Forgive me. I
was beastly. I was dazed, that was
all, dazed. It came so suddenly.
Let’s not start out as though we
were going to fight and die over
this. I'm not sorry I did it, really
I'm not. I’d do it again this min
ute.”
(To be continued)

January Sale

War

PART of store to let. Good location.
CRIE GIFT SHOP, Tel. 563 W
7*9
FURNISHED house to let. five rooms,
bath, cement cellar furnace, shed,
garage, small garden spot. On Broad
way. DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St.
_____________________________________ 7-tf
HOUSE, modern improvements and
garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH.
Tel. 396-M. Ocean Ave., Ingraham
Hill._________________________________7-tf
EXCELLENT heated 6-room apart
ment to let at 36 Pleasant St. MIKE
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R_____________ 6-tf
7-ROOM house to let. bath and fur
nace. Price right If taken at once.
TEL 914-M, 96 South Main St
5-7
FURNISHED kitchenette apt to let
with lights, water; $4 week
V. F.
STUDLEY. 283 Main St., Tel. 1154 or
77 Park St., Tel. 330._______________4-tf
3-ROOM furnished apt. to let In
quire at 12 WARREN or 11 JAMES ST
Adults preferred.___________________ 3-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St~Tel?
579-W. FLORA COLLINS.
1-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
'NEW furnaces—automatic oil burn
ers for boilers and furnaces, stokers.
etc. Furnace repairs. P. A. CLARKE.
Tel. 1026, Rockland.
6*8
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Samples and knitting directions free.
H. A. BARTLETT, Harmony. Me
1-11
LIGHT trucking,
waste removal:
sewing machine repairing. TEL. 314-W.
2*7

FALSE TEETH
That Loosen
Need Not Embarrass
Many wearers of false teeth have
suffered real embarrassment because
their plate dropped, slipped or wab
bled at just the wropg time. Do not
live in fear of this happening to you.
Just sprinkle a little FASTEETH the
alkaline (non acid) powder, on your
plates. Holds false teeth more firmly,
so they feel more comfortable
Does
not sour. Checks "plate odor" (den
ture breath). Get FASTEETH at any
drug store.

Buy
Defense BONOS—STAMPS

Now!

SELL Mk
WAMTADS

I'Ll 11

lill

January’s Sealtest

FOR SALE
CARS for sale—1939 and 1941 Chev
rolet coach. 1935 Ford Tudor. 1934
Ford Coupe. 1937 Chevrolet coupe
1938 D dge coupe.
FREDERICK U.
WALTZ. Tel 838 W_________________ 7 9
COCKER Spaniel pups for sale. C
weeks Jan. 10. solid black, femal'Eligible lor registration. $15 each. SAM
TARR, Warren Tel 1-2___________7*9

CHEVROLET (194!) Special Deluxe
Town Sedan for sale, lu'ly -equipped
with radio, heater and a lot of extra
equipment Driven lev. than 15 O' i
miles
E. O PHI! BROOK <V SON.
Rsckland, Tel. 456 W
7-9
WORK horse for sale
DOW. 270 Pleasant St.,
978 M.

ELMER P
City. Te'
7*9

SCR.I. Reds chicks and birred
Rocks and roosters, for ale U S.
Puliorum clean Write or phone M M
KINNEY. Thomaston. Me.. St. Geor.e
Rd . BOX 49. Tel Tenant-, Harbor
14.
7*18
PORTABLE electric welder for sale
equipped witli 20 ft leads and ground
cable.
Inqylre 34 UNION ST., CItv.
______________________________________ 7*9
HEIFER for sale, 18 months old.
CARL WILLIAMSON. 473 Old Countv
Rd., City.
7*9
THREE Buckeye Incubators for sale,
one all electric, 5 thousand, one kero
sene, 1008. one 350. One parlor wood
stove.
ERNEST JOHNSON, Box 89.
RFD 1, Camden. Tel 11-21 Lincoln
ville.
5.7
ACCORDIAN for sale, new Italian
made, 12 bass piano accordlan and
case, guaranteed $42 50
Tel. 1328-M.
29 Beech St., CHARLES A LUNDELL
.________________________ ____ ________ 3-tf
FOR Sale at bargain prices 6-room
house. Jefferson St., 5 room house.
Summer St.. 2-famlly house. Union
St., Rockport. Tel. 1159. L A THURS
TON________________________________ 3 tf
SECOND hand lumber for sale. E.
N. SYLVESTER. Tel. 941 M._______ 6*8
FARM for sale. 250 acres, good
buildings and cellar, on good road,
plenty water; easy terms, price $1,000.
V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St., Tel.
1154 or 77 Park St. Foss. House. Tel
330._____________________ 1-tf
LIVE halt for sale. H. H. CRIE, 328
Main St., City.___________________ 153-tf
HARD coal for 6»le, stove and nut
$15 50: Pocahontas soft coal $10 25. J. B.
PAULSEN ti SON. Tel 62. Thomaston.
______________ _____ _________________ 1-tf
D. & H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
*15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
of mine Naw River soft, not screened
$10 25 ton del M. B. <St C O PERRY.
519 Main StiyxTel. 487.
1-tf

You can’t tell an honest man by
his ability to lock you in the eye
Many criminals are able to do so
with ease, while honest individuals
may be nervous and shifty-eyed.

To Sealtest’s long lit
Plurn Royale Roll.

Vanilla

Ice Cream!

broad ribbons of lu:

outer coating is ni
new dessert surprisi

and taste appeal yod
a Sealtest Dessert-ofl

NO DELIVERIES FROM

FRO

1C
Sealtest, In
are under

In’l Biss RiJy V*««i with Ithn 5ammm

Every-Other-Day '

Every-Other-Day
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wo;d, and Mrs. N. Cook Sholes; sur
vey. Mrs. Fred Greenlaw; publicity,
Mrs Frank Winslow Instructors:
l>r Ralph Parle, first aid; Mrs Lorna Rwear.e, ft N, and Mrs. Mary
Mttrt EMMA WTNHTGW
Wentworth, home nursing; Mrs.
Corresi>ondent
Anne Carver, nutrition; H. A.
The Antique Club met Monday Townsend, wardens; A. F. Creed,
with Mrs. Charles Williams, Granite motor mechanics! While in town.
Miss Lawn- and Miss Thompson
Island.
were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Supt. of Schools G. A Bragdon
Greenlaw.
went Monday to Swan’s Island and
Frenchboro.
Mrs Irven Stcne and son Doug
las of North Haven are guests cf Mr
and Mrs. Andy Gilchrist.
Mrs. Roy Dyer went Monday to
Springfield. Ma.-.s. where Mr. Dyer
Tiie officers and general member
has employment.
ship
cf the Vinalhaven Federal
Tlie High School Debating Club
Credit
Union met on Thursday eve
will hold a supper Jan. 22 at 5.30 at
ning
with
James Gratto. at the office
Union Church vestry.
Union Chu:eh Choir will meet to of Ralph Earle. Mr. Gratto cam”
r ig’it at the heme of Mrs. Cora at this time, to conduct a survey of
our records and activities during
PofFrscn.
/Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge met the earliest days cf cur incorpora
Tuesday after which an entertain- tion. Mr. Gratto not only congrat
ineni was held and box lunch served. ulated us upon the condition of cur
Mrs. I. G. Calderwood accompan bocks (Hats off to Nellie!), and upon
ied by her daughters Mrs. Donald Agnes' minutes of the meetings, but
Patterson and Mr Henley Garner aLso uP°n our decision to apply for
wnt Tuesday to Buffalo N Y i Qualification as fiscal agents of the
where ;he wdl spend the remainder United States Treasury in handling
ni the Winter with Mr. and Mrs. United States Defense Bonds and
j Stamps. In order that some of our
A I> Patterson.
Red Cross committees and all in ; savings may be put to work in the
terested in Civilian Defense met cause of National defense, the board
Monday at Union Church vestry of directors decided to purchase a
v.illi Miss Dorothy Lawry and Miss Series F Defense Saving Bond dur
I'.iU.y Th lnpson ot Rockland pres- ing this meeting.
Somehcw, “We* take pride in be
i ot Much interest was shown, witli
iboiil. 70 in attendance.
Miss ing cne of tlie youngest and smallest
liiiiinpson gave an interesting talk credit unions in the United States,
World Conditions of Today ” and each and every one of us have
s I.awry fo k up tiie explanation pledged not only our earnest sup
I tic puipo.se and importance of port to the cause, but every effort
ling tin* volunteer registration in expanding the credit union until
nk. Tine civilian Defense Wom- it becomes a definite influence in
, Council committees are: Chair our community life in Vinalhaven.
man Mrs. Fred Greenlaw; place
ment bureau, Mrs. Agnes Smalley; COtl RIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDFRS
11.lining classes Mrs Ivan Caltler-

“CAMDEN” Double Feature Saturday

VINALHAVEN

A WAS

OSIERY

About the Weather, Sugar
Hoardinq and Aids For
the Deaf

We
In Vinalhaven

Silk Leg!
I Rayon!

liveries:
to co-operate by tak»ng

kr possible!

Tempting Tea! Made Easily!

"SALADA"
TEA-BAGS

COLUMN
fo exceed three lines in54) cents. Additional
rnts for three times. Five
for

In Packages of 100’s, 36’s, 18’s and 9’«

so called I. e. advertisebe sent to The Courieradditional.

1ST AND FOUND
iitc Jag with black patches,
in Reward CLARA GRANT.

>1

SI

Tel 520 M

7-9

THE NEW YEAR BRINGS A
NEW ICE CREAM MASTERPIECE

lost 2 ft.x2 in., be
ne l(
,,:.d Reward
ROWI.ING. 21 Trinity St..
202
(i‘8

-!iaft

io; kej lost Kinder
COt'RIER- GAZETTE
6 li

IGS AND CHICKS
(MENT Chick.-- Are "tops” for
i
production .nd meat- Reds.
' lem Cross baby pullets, cock-

i

s

Pullorum

Clean

oh tears of linest breeding,
clinks in al! breeds. Free catuil tl
White today. OLEMENTS
HFRs FARMS. Rt 33, WlnterMe

PLUM Kinin; ROLL
January’s Sealtest Dessert-Of-The-Month

FOR SALE
LS for sale 1933 and 1941 Chcvi h. 1935 Ford Tudor. 1934
Coupe, 1937 Chevrolet roupe.
1) ne coupe
I-RL DERICK O.
!Z Tel 838 W _______________ 79

Kl-R Spaniel pups for sale. 6
Jan 10. solid black, female
le ior registration. $15 each SAM
1, Warren. Te! 1-2.
7*9
ndlo. heater and a lot of extra
Kiit
Driven b
than 15 IV't
E O PHIIBROOK «V SON.
nd. Tel 438 W
7-9
i

ELMER P
City,

Te'.

R I. R(d- chick.'
and birred
s and ron-ters. for -ale tl K.
rum clean Write r phone M M
JEY. Thoinu
n. Me. St. George
Box 49, Tel Tenant-. Harbor 567*18
(RTABI E electric welder for sale,
d with 20 ft leads and ground
Inquire 34 UNION SI’ City.

_____________22®

pIFER for ale 18 months old.
I. WILLIAMSON. 473 Old Countv
t>____ ____________________ 7*9
IREE Buckeye incubators for sale,
ele trie 5 thousand, one kero1008. one 350 One parlor wood
ERNEST JOHNSON. Box 89.
1. Camden Tel 11-21 Llncoln5-7
(VORDIAN for sale, new Italian
piano accordlan anti
[. guarantyI’d $42 50
Tel 1328-M.
h st . <( HARI.ES A LUNDELL.
3-tf
)»R sale nt bargain prices 6-room
L..
Jn St.. 5 room house.
1
S’
2-fanuly house Union
! Rockport. Tel 1159. L A THURS3 tf
3COND hand himber for sale
SYLVESTER Tel 941 M
4RM for -ale
250 acres, good.
.dings and cellar, on good road.
water easy terms, price *1.000.
f STVDLEY 283 Main St., Tel.
r 77 Park St. Foss,House, Tel

To Sealtest’s long list of dessert triumphs, add
Plum Royale Roll. The center is real Sealtest

Vanilla

Ice

Cream. Through

it are

woven

broad ribbons of luscious crushed plums. The

outer coating is macaroon crunch. Try this
new dessert surprise. It offers all the novelty

and taste appeal you have learned to expect in
a Sealtest Dessert-of-the-Month.

NO DELIVERIES FROM PLANT —AT OUR DEALERS’ ONLY

_________ 1-tf

IVE bait for sale. H H. CRIE. 338
n S’. City.
153-tf
ARD coal for sale stove and nut
50 Pocahontas soft coal $10 25. J. B.
.TLSEN & SON, Tel 62. Thomaston.
_______________________________ 1-tf
_
H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
->0 per ton. del. Nut size and run
mine Now River soft, not screened
25 ton del M B ft C O PERRY.
Main Sta.Tel. 487.
1-tf

rou can't Cell an honest man by
ability to lock you in the eye.
nv criminals are able to do so
h ease, while honest individuals
y be nervous and ahilty-eyed,

A

naval convoy forming as an escort lor Shirley Ross, who is featured in
"Sailors On Leave.’’ an uproarious com cd \ oi gobs, gals and gags galore'

Plus Zane Grey's “Riders of the Purple Sage’.’

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
•
-------------------------------------------------------------------'
It may seem early to talk about i When brown push onions to edge
war timp vegetable gardens with; of pan and add meat, searing it on
snow drifts blanketing New England both sides and browning well. Then
but something G. O. Olsen of tlie add ’i cup cold water and salt and
Massachusetts State College said pepper. Cover and cock until the
last week ought to enter into your | water beg ns to boil, then place in
consideration of whether or hot, -> moderate 350 degree F. oven and
patriotism demands you grow a gar- i! cook 1U to l'l- hours. Add a little
den. In the last war some pec pie water, if you wish, but none should
planted larger gardens than they be needed as a nice thick gravy re
could take care of in a fine frenzy in.dr? 'o c’-ve with the meat.
of enthusiasm and there was con
Spiced Bread Pudding—1 cup bread
sequent waste of fertilizer and see I cubes. 3 tablespoens butter, 3 table
so let's see what the experts think. spoons sugar, 'i teaspoon cinnamon,
Olsen believes you should be able *4 teaspoon nutmeg, *« teaspoon
to count on at least 200 hours of cloves, 1 i teaspoon salt, 2 eggs,
labor somewhere in your family be slightly beaten. 1 tablespoon Brer
fore you start a garden . . . that’s Rabbit
molafses, 2 cups milk
an average of about an hour a day scalded.
for the gardening season.
j Arrange bread in greased baking
As for costs, he points out seeds ! dish. Dot with butter. Combine
and plants for a family of five will !I sugar, spices and salt, and adi to
cost- about $7.50 if you plan to pro- I, eggs, beating slightly. Add molasses
duce all the vegetables the family i' and milk and blend. P.:ur over
needs. Plowing and harrowing from ,
bread cubes. Place in pan of hot
three to five dollars if hired, fer- i•water and bake in modera:? oven
tilizers three dollars, garden tools j
I (350 degrees F.) 40 to 50 minutes, or
! from five to ten dollars and insecti- j! until firm. Serves 4.
i cides another $1.50. From that you ! Baked Macaroni and Sausages- -1
' can figure if the garden will produce '
encugh to pay expenses and if you | Pac^age La Rosa macaroni, 1 can
have the time and will to carry itjcondPived tomato soup, 1 3 CUP
I boiling water, 1 teaspoon sugar, '.i
through.
more
i
teaspoon salt, pepper, 1 pound DeerOf course we feel ■ there’s
to this business cf a garden than the foot sausages.
Cook macaroni as directed and
dollars and cents value and the fun
of eating ycur home-grown vegeta drain. To the tcrnato soup, add wa
bles. It can be a way to serenity ter, sugar, salt and pepper. Line
and sturdy muscles and a fins ro shallow greased baking dish with
bust appetite for the foods you’ve macaroni, pour over the tomato
grown. It can be tlie sort of proj mixture, arrange sausages on top
ect the whole family shares and and bake in a hot oven, 400 degrees
we’re going to think more abcut F. until sausages are brcwn, about
that aspect of things from now on.|20 minutes.
On the other hand our commercial, Cranberry-Apple Ice—1 17-our.ce
vegetable growers are in a position ' ran cranberry sauce, equal amount
to produce abundantly fcr us this j of freshly-grated peeled tart apnle
coming year; seeds, fertiiizres and; (3 to 4 apples).
garden tools aren’t too plentiful so i Mash cranberry sauce w<th a fork.
weigh the factors befcre you plunge ! Blend well with grated apple. Pour
into the fascinating business of the ; into freezing tray of refrigerator and
January crcp of reed catalogs.
' freeze to a mush. Stir once during
Smothered Steak—Take a piece of freezing. Serves 8 to 12. Delicious
round steak 1 inch thick or the. served as an accompaniment to
flank left from sirloin steak andj roast pork.
pound flour into the meat, using the ' Chicken or Ham Turnovers—1
edge of a heavy saucer or handle package Good Luck Pie Clast, 1 cup
of carving knife. Pound flour well finely ground chicken or Morrell
into both sides of meat. Cut fat E-Z Cut Ham. 1 teaspoon butter.
Add 4 tablespoons of cold water
from edge of meat and try cut in
spider. In this fat fry 1 onicn, to a package of Good Luck Pie
sliced. 1 green sweet pepper, sliced Crust, mix slightly, and roll to 11
i inch thick. Cut into rcunds the
and cut fine, if desired.
I size cf a cup. To one side of each
, round add a dot of butter and a
I tablespoon of ham or chicken.
Moisten the edges and fold over.
■ Bake in hot oven until brown. May
| be served with gravy or sauce.
MENU
Breakfast
I Orange Juice
Cocked Cereal
r- S r
Scrambled Eggs
Toast
Orange Marmalade
Coffee
Lunch
Baked Macaroni and Sausages
Cole Slaw
“Did anyone see a box marked
‘
Cranberry-Apple
Ice
‘FOOD’?’’ You bet they did. It used
Cookies
to contain a cake made with RUM
FORD. the baking powder that pro
Tetley
Tea
motes baking success. FREE: Send
Dinner
today for NEW booklet, containing
dozens of bright ideas to improve your
.. x
’Smothered Steak
baking. Address: Rumford Baking
Baked Squash
Scalloped Potatoes
Powder, Box B, Rumford. R. I.
Apple. Celery and Orange Salad
Spice Bread Pudding
Coffee
* Recipes given.

North Haven, Jan. 11.
Editor of the Courier-Gazette:— ,
Could anyone ask for a lovelier
morning than this one? To be sure
it is a bit “nippy”—but isn’t this
the grandest time of the year?
Just loads of the tingliest invigoratingly fresh air, and miles and
miles of God's fresli clean snow!
1 have been reading about sugar
hoarding and the groundless fears
of a sugar shortage. If we would
just forget all about sugar—and all I
of our luxurious pastries—which I
we do not need in the least—and
concentrate on getting our ade
quate supply of green food stuffs
and fruits—we would be a far, far
healthier nation, and our national
amount of stomach troubles would
be greatly reduced. For actually,
all the sweet we truly need is the
natural sugars to be found in some
degree, in everything edible that
Mother Nature produces for human
consumption—even in our meats—
there Ls a natural delicious sweet
ness—when meats are fresli. If we
but took our sweets in our tea and
coffee only—we would still have a
great sufficiency for our bodily
needs. And we would all be better
fed—more streamlined-- -and better
natured!
I believe that most of the deaf
fclk who use Sonotone hearing aids
receive the Sonotone User Service
Bulletin. This is a most helpful
and informative Lttle bulletin to
the people themselves, and could he
to the general public as well. It
is a complimentary gift from the
Sonotone Corporation of Elmsford,
N. Y.
It is of the greatest interest to
know that with the little oscillator
which is worn just over and behind
the ear, of the bone conduction type,
of hearing aid; that, the reception'
Ls equally good when the oscillator j
is placed on the bridge of the noseL
Or on the point of the chin! Or the
cheek or temple. Suffice it to say
that hearing aids have made such
great strides in the last few years
that they are truly the marvel of
the present day—and are bringing
new life and new hope to the deaf
people as nothing else possibly
could.
You who are interested in “doing
things”—try this: Take a large
thick-skinned orange—cut in half
and carefully remove all the pulp
—rvipnish, tlie out-side of the skin
with a thick shellac, being careful
to fill all. the pores. (That Ls to
keep the skin from shriveling.)
■
Fill the half-skins, after they have
thoroughly dried, with rich soil, and
then plant in each one. two or three
seeds (so you'll be sure of a good
specimeiv of the tree you wish to
grow. Make a stand to hold the
skins in an upright position, and
set*them where they will get plenty
of sunshine. Do not place in an
over-heated room
Water regu
larly, but sparingly.
After a while, the roots will begin
to push through ths skins. When
sudden death Wednesday of Rev.
Benjamin White, a former pastor

FRO-JOY

ICE CREAM
Seoltest, l»c. gtU this compMtr
are uru/tr tbe s^me tuttenhip

On'l Btss RrtT f»a«« will Mn BwnMri-SuKnt PrainR, Ttantop, 11 P.R., ||C M Mwart

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

ROCKLANO, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swans’
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 16. 1941
Eastern Standard Time

Rev. Jchn Holman held services
on Monhegan recently.
Aaron Simmons has returned from
a visit in Portland.

FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notlre

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up
P3I.
A.M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.45 Ar. Rockland,
lll-tl

- ------ Relieves MONTHLY-------- T

FEMALE MIN

Women who suffer pain of irregular
periods with cranky nervousness—
due to monthly functional disturb
ances—should find Lydia E. Pinkham's Compound Tablets (with add
ed iron, simply marvelous to relieve
such distress. Pinkham’s Tablets
made especially for women help
build up resistance against such
annoying symptoms. Follow label
directions. WORTH TRYING!

*

YOU SHOULD KNOW

★

New under-arm
Cream Deodorant
safely

Checks Perspiration

LT" .

at Melvin Oentiiiiei's
Maynard Wimnenb.ieh oi liie vil
lage vis.ted Sunday with his grand
parents Mr. and Mrs William Gross.
McLellan Eugley has returned
home after a visit with his son Wal
ter Eugley in Augusta.
Recent guests at Melvin Genthner’s were Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Light and son. Mr and Mrs. Trussell Wentworth and son Trussell,
Walter McLeod of Camden, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Libby and Mr. and M.s.
Irvine Condon of Thomaston.
Byron Nash of Friendship called
Monday on relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons re
cently visited friends in South
Waldoboro and Friendship.
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mrs. Ma
rion Winchenbach of Dutch Neck
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Linwood Castner in Medoinak

NUTRITIOUS FOODS/

It pays to learn to cook the less
expensive cuts of meat in ways
that everyone will thoroughiv
enjoy. Stew, carefully seasoned,
can be wonderfully good. So can
breast of lamb. Pot roast is
superb when nicely browned.
Some of the most nutritious
meats are found at the bottom
of the price list. Fish is an in
expensive source of protein, too.
• _
and this week-end
mackerel is plentiful
BePATK/OnC
and reasonably priced.
I

fa MU
Muufcep |
Utog/

AIOMK • MFP MU
Keep well ..nd you’ve done a lot toward helping America
—Total working hours lost due to common colds, for ex
ample, run into the millions of working hours per year in
this country—much of it due to improper diets—Eat nour
ishing foods, such as listed in this advertisement.

FIRST NATIONAL

5UPER-MARKETS
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
AT REAR OF ST0R£

331 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

LICHT, TENDER, SOfT MEAT

42c

Eggs

la*“sh nativf

Eggs

MED SIZE-FRESH NATIVE

DOZ 38c
FANCY BROOKSIDE I lb IA.

DlillCl
BEST CREAMERY
RClL^tUt,
Sliced Bacon sJiZcjZ,
29'

Sunsweet Prunes

'^17*
Tomato or
^10%-oz. |y<
llllnl S Vegetable Soup
tins If
Pink Salmon cloA^Aale ^17‘
“ara«

Wheat Cereal S2

27'

Libby's Corned Beef

21

Swift's Prem

28‘

Granulated SoapF,nas* 2 pkcs 33*
PURE 3 BARS II*
Floating Soap WHITE
i-LB. «e<
Staley's CUBE STARCH 2 PKCS.
13-OZ C,
Sunny Day Blue
BOT □
32 OZ O,
5 Sunny Day Ammonia BOT. O
Ij
Sunny Day Bleach 232-OZ. It,
500 IN IT
Facial Tissues b^mont PKC

Lamb Legs

JUICY-TENDER-BEST CUTS
—N. Y. Sirloin
LB
Steaks Porterhouse
Bottom Round—Cube
BONED and ROLLED
R
IF DESIRED

Lamb

WHITE SPRAY

CAKE FLOUR
SAVE UP TO 10c
ON EACH PACKACE

2%-LB.
PKC.

I

Chuck

C7c
#

1-LB '^'ge
TIN

AI

LB

Roast

LB

LEAN-AN ECONOMICAL PORK TO ROAST

Fresh Shoulders

LB

BONELESS CLEAR HcAV
HEAVY CORN FED STEER BEEF

Face

FINAST

BAKED
BEANS
BRICK OVEN BAKED
28

2

Rump

LB

ozHCc

Cooked Hams
Sausage Meat

Fancy Brisket

ONLY SELECTED
TOMATOES USED
14-OZ?

BOTS.

FINAST

BROWN
BREAD

LB

MILDLY CURED CORNED BEI

JARS

KETCHUP

2

LB

COUNTRY STYLE

L3

’a

ROASTINC
FOR ROASTINC-4
4'/2 LB A VC

FINAST

/■ c

MARVO

Fores

BONELESS OVEN OR POT I

bots

Get the baking results you want and save

LB

READY
fiiDY TO EAT-NO
EAT
WASTE

- HOUSEHOLD VALUES -

3 LU.
TIN

HORSE RADISH

Wert Waldoboro were recent visitors

TO FEED YOUR FAMILY

About Meat:

VEGETABLE SHORTENING

CAIN’S

GROSS NECK
William Mank and grandson of

NUTRITION FACTS

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

PORT CLYDE
The first man from this village
to enlist in the Naval Reserves is
Bert Simmcns. Jr.
Mrs. Aurilla Bray cf Rockland
lias been guest of Mrs. Ada Brennen.
News has been received of the

tills happens, carefully clip vffi “The fire-truck—the fire-truck j
each root tendril flush with the! —” Said I. straining to take In the
outer surface of the orange skin, be-1 entire landscape with one sweeping
ing careful hot to damage the film glance
lir fr M
H ‘<-1
Wh
of shellac. It Is the cutting off of ness I (ioiitfiii\ fu»• 11ui I*.*
the roots that Is the secret of dwarf What’s the matter!" Says B‘g
ing the trees. When the t rees Brown Eyes very defensively: "The
reach maturity, you can transfer fire-truck—goes down the read—
them to small flower pots, where SOMETIMES—<oz I seed it!" Pre
they should thrive and bloom, and cocious little infant! And if appl-’bear small but perfect fruit.
cheeked, red-button-nosed, BigThe secret for growing these tiny Boy "Jerry” Ls around he'll add his
trees was, for many years a care-' important version thusly: “SKMP!
fully guarded secret of the Japa- m-M-M! ! GAWK!” Which means
rtese.
i he heartily agrees with either side!
i
Som<- of the miniature trees, I j Our heavily-burdened Nat onal
have read, have lived for more than Leader has declared an all-out war
500 years. (And that is long enough , program—so let every single one of
to suit you and me!)
i us do our utmost to cooperate, even
Grandson Jackie knows quite well in little things And let us all pause
that Ills “Gamma” is duely excited and bow our heads in supplication
when the fire-truck goes scream- to The Master—at least once each
ing down the road—so a couple cf day—for His Saving Grace to our
days ago—he suddenly remarks : Great Cause—Humanity and Chris(quite clearly, lest I fail to hear tianity, forever and ever, Amen,
him)
I
Helen B. Marden

of the Advent Christian Church.

Private Jones

EVROLE1 1194!) Snecial Deluxe
lan 1
fu h eqtlij ' ,-l

5HK hi r-e for
270 Pleasant,
«.___

Mrs. Marden Writes

Page Five

Chickens

29c

flamt Fresh Native
Fillet of Haddock
Oysters FOR STEWINC

pt25c

23c
” 33c
lb

iVtitVaBadf’ • 1.

b

4

Fruits and Vegetables

JUST HEAT

2

1-LB

SWEET JUICY (Vitamins A-B1-C(

TINS

FLORIDA ORANGES

MEYER’S
12 OZ.
WEINERS JUSTOSCAR
HEAT AND SERVE
TIN
GERBER'S baby foods
8 OZ
GERBER'S OATMEAL 1a PKCS.
J
CLAM
27 OZ
UNDERWOOD'S CHOWDER TIN dl
HABITANT
29 OZ.
PEA SOUP FRENCH STYLE
TIN
CRYSTALINE SALT
2
13*
RUMFORD BAKINC POWDER ,2,SZ 21‘
ROCKWOOD COCOA
^’17'
GOOD LUCK Sr
3X'25‘
WHOLE APRICOTS UNPEELED 3?inZ 16'
27‘
FRUIT COCKTAIL FINAST 2
RICHMOND
29-OZ •> C«
PEACHES SLICED
or HALVES
TINS W J
2
IN HEAVY
30 OZ 4R(
PRUNE PLUMS SYRUP
TIN I J
ONE PIE SQUASH
2,4&rl3‘
TINS 27«
CAT FOOD JACK and JILL

LARCE SIZE

2

49C

EXTRA LARCE

DOZ

39c

FLORIDA-THIN SKINNED (Vitamins C-C)

Grapefruit

5

FOR

25c

FANCY COOKINC (Vitamins C-C)

5

Apples

LBS

25c!

LARCE BUNCHES (Vitamins A-C)

2 »chs 15c

Beets

LARCE BUNCHES (Vitamins A-B1-C-C)

2 BCHS 17c

Carrots

ANDY BOY (Vitamins A-C)

Pascal Celery

BCH

BLUE HUBBARD (Vitamins A-C)

Squash

NATIVE

3

LBS

1.

Does not rot dresses or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be
used right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless,
smnless vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal ofthe American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.
Axxid is the LARGEST SELLING
• DEODORANT. Try a jar today!

.

ARRID

At all •tore* wDlag toilet good*
(eke fa 1<Neats*janl

Tfey re

Both Top Notch Loaves.. •
YOU CAN EASILY MAKE ONE OR
THE OTHER YOUR FAVORITE

LONG LOAF
or OLDE' STYLE
. Long Loaf Cives
You Extra Slices
i Olde' Style Is
Enriched with
Vilamms, Minerals

Let First National coffee service supply you
with fresh roasted, fresh ground coffee-

RICHMOND
Economize with satisfaction with this
popular low priced coffee
Worth more
1-LB.
than the price
BACS

JOHN ALDEN
2X45'
A LUXURY COFFEE
KYBO AT A LOW PRICE 2X49'
COPLEY VACUUM
PACKED
'tK 29*

Pverv-Other-Day
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recently A surprise party was given
NORTH HAVEN
schools in case of air raids met •
Mr and Mrs Roger Raymond to him by his relatives. Those pres,
Monday afternoon. It was agreed j
Red Cress Canteen Units 1 and 2 were Rockland visitors the past ent were his grandmother, Mr
Ruth Beverage, his father Hiram
that the school buildings woukf be
will receive the entire proceeds of week
unsafe m such an emergency. The
-.he hmzo party to be held next
Private Samuel H. Beverage of Beverage. Chester and Wilsor. Bev. j
LIDA
Q
CHAMPNEY
gtHKLFY T WILLIAMS
final decision was that cn the first
Tuesday night at the E2fcs Home. 30th Signal Platoon, A. B . Man erage; Mr. and Mrs Albert Be-erage]
Correspondent
Correspondent
alarm, which should allow a
Play will start at 730 and adnns- 1 chester. N. H.. was home overnight and son John. Mr and Mrs Maicoim
/X
Z».
A
XX XX ^X XX
Crockett, Mr. and Mrs Gecrgt
XX XX XX
period of at least 45 minute®, the
sicn to the haii wiil be free. There i
Beverage and children, Agnes and
teachers will be notified and the |
Te! 2229
Tel. 190
will be a door prize, free popcorn
Ruth. Mr. and Mrs Bernard Mills
pupils sen; home All pupils who
and plenty of fun. The Elks are
and children. Pred3. Priscilla, and
Wiikams-Brazixr Auxiliary will cannot reach their hemes in 30
54-5 Glenn Lawrence, chairman of
donating their hall and the serv
Charles D. Jiilson. manager of Alden. Mrs. Florence Brown Eknoimeet Friday at 730 with Mrs Ed minutes will be transported, and -jjg Home Nursing Course, has «nices of their ace announcer. How the local office of the United
win P Lynch. Dunn street.
arrangements are being made for r.ounced that classes will start Priard Dunbar, to this splendid States Employment Service an Brown and Lillian Gregory A
Mayflower Temple. P S . will the buses and private cars to take day at Hoboken Schoolhouse. The
cause. The public ia warmly in- j nounced this morning that there is pleasant evening was spent Remeet Friday with a supper pre care of such transportation. Tele afternoon class, with Mrs. Mildred
freshments were served.
vi ted.
urgent call for junior stenograceding the meeting. There will phones are being installed in the Phiibrook. R N. cf Camden as in
R B Cooper of Camden. Sherman
be a quilt to knot and members high school ar.d Green Street structor. wiil begin at 1.30 closing
The Courier-Gazette's type face phers for work in Washington D Cooper cf Lynn. Mass., and Mrs.
are asked to go prepared to sew
School The committee in charge at 3.30 and the evening class, with
was red Tuesday when it made an C. The need is so great that ap Stanley Gay of Canaan arrived
The annual meeting cf the of these arrangements is made up Mrs. Sara Pendleton, R. N.. of Cam
error in the advertisement of pas plicants are to be classed on past Tuesday, calied by the death of
stockholders of the Thomaston of three teachers. Principal Stur den. as Instructor, wiil begin at 7
til wcc-1 dresses for Burdeils Dress experience and the usual exam Capt. Sanford Cooper
National Bank was held Tuesday tevant. Mrs Martha Carter and and continue until 9. It is import- j~
Mrs. Leslie Dickey and son C rtis.
Shop. The corrected adv. appears ination waived. A representative
of the Civil Service Commission went Wednesday to Portland.
and these directors elected: Levi Mrs Lura Libby, school board ant that ali who have enrolled for
in this issue on the first page.
wiil interview applicants at the
Seavey. Richard O Elliot. Richard members Mrs Lilia Elliet and Mrs. the course should be present for the
Mrs. Irven Stone and son DougThe annual installation oi Rock post office in Portland today, and las went Monday to Vinalhaven to
E Dunn. Prank D Elliot, Robert Eliza Carleton and parents Mrs cpemng lesson in the class for which
W Walsh and Wilis R Vinal. At Ethel Newoombe H F Leach and they have registered, either after
land Lodge FAJt will be heid temorrew and in Bangor at the visit at the home of her brother.
the meeting of the directors held E P Lynch
Tuesday at 8 o'clock All Master post office on Saturday. He will Andrew Gilchrist.
noon or evening.
Immediately afterward the follow
The Third District Council. A.
Masohs and their friends are in- have the authority to make defi
Twenty-one were present at theI
Lawrence Beverage is home iron;
nite appointments to male and: fe
ing officers were elected: Richard L. A met Tuesday at the Metho- Red Cress rooms Monday for the
, vised.
Lynn. Mass . for a brief visit with
male applicants on the spot, there
O Elliot, president. Prank D dist vestry with Williams-Brazier weekly work period and much work
hi.s parents, Mr and Mrs. V L BevGene
Aatrv.
Smiley
Burnette
and
Harold
Huber
in
a
scene
from
the
new
Margaret
Rackliff
wishes
all
will
be no further examinations as
Elliot. executive nee president and Unit the hostess. The business was accomplished. At next week's
Republic Production, “Down Mexico Way."
j cf5e?rs of
Libby Relief the successful applicant will be erage.
trust officer; Richard E Dunn, meeting was conducted by the De- tweeting Mrs Isabelle Crockett and
Mrs Jennie < Foster* wifi of
vice president; Harold P Dana. partment Vice President. Mrs Mrs Alice Marston will serve as Of ali the colorful personalities year the studio decided to make two Corps to be at Grand Army hall I assigned to duty in Washington at
Parker
R Stone of Glen Olden.
cashier; Charles Starrett. assastan: Bemiece Jackson Other units hostesses.
w-ho have crossed the Hollywood of his eight annual films super-bud-, Sunday at 2 o’clock for a rehearsal once Further information can be
Penn.,
formerly
of North Haven,
obtained from Mr. Jifiison. or his
cashier and assistant trust officer. represented were Waldoboro and The meeting of the Simonton horizon, none is more picturesque geted specials, and "Down Mexico for the new march.
died
early
Wednesday
morning m a
Miss Melba Ulmer has completed Rockland. After the business ses- Farm Bureau scheduled for today’than Gene Autry, Republic's genial Way.'' is the seccnd of these lavish-1
------- staff, at the local cffice today. The
hospital.
Pinera!
base pay for junior stenographer Philadelphia
her duties at the home of I. E sion a brief musical program 115 has been postponed to Jar. 22. It will and unassuming cowboy star who scale films
Ira Feeney in Rockland.
services
will
be
held
in
Camden
j
Arch aba Id and is at the home of presented, these taking part being be held at Community Hall and the has zoomed to the top of the box
The success of Meh iv Rank.
There was a large attendance in Washington is >1440 per year.
Monday
at
2
o
’
clock
frem
the
Good
L. O Young fcr an indefinite visit. Misses Phyllis Kailoch. Leona subject for discussion will be “Bet- office list on the strength of that the first, encouraged the studio to ac the annual open meeting of the
very unassuming geniality. extend even greater effort on • Down Monday Club heid Jan. 12 at St. • The offices of Dr. L. T. Rogers, funeral home.
The Frtendiy Circle met Tues Frisbee. Betty Pales and Eleanor ter Living from the Farm."
Union and Rockport Grammar
Gene has been starred in westerns Mexico Way " and the result is the Thomas Episcopal Parish House, j Fort Fairfield osteopath. were
day afternoon at Mrs. Nina Leach's Gregory’ and Joseph Richards. EuThere is enough salt in the Dead
gene
Pales.
Edwin
Leach
and
Schcol
Girls
’
teams
furnished
an
under
the Republic banner for over most eagerly anticipated treats of The president. Mrs Caroline Wil- somewhat damaged by water in the
Mrs. Mary Cric was elected presi
Sea
to supply the world 'cr 2000
)
presided John Webber, guest ccurse of a >10.000 fire yesterday at
dent to complete the new officers, James Dana Refreshments con- exciting game of basketball Satur- five years, and in that time he has the cinematic season.
eluded
the
evening.
day
a
t
Town
Hall
gymnasium,
with
beccme
one
of
the
top
ranking
Every
Friday
evening,
commenc-1
£
p
ea
j
£er
rented,
his
experiences
and she in turn appointed Mrs.
years.
’•The Fort.”
while associated with the Chinese
Leach. Mrs. Selma Baggers and
At St. John Church at 9 a _m tile Rockport Girls' tea mwinning screen heroes. During the past ing Jan. 23d “Country Store. '
Industrial Co-operatives and the
Miss Helen Studley. retiring presi- on Sunday. Holy Eucharist, the visi- after three minutes overtime playlast of the month for Baltimore Red Cross in China Although he
dent as an executive committee taticn of the Bishop of Maine Im- kig; score 17-15. The Rockport
where she will spend the remain had many exciting adventures ,
There will be a meeting of this mediately after the service there wiil Boys were also victoricus. score 21-6.
der cf the Winter with her son, much was accomplished during .
committe at Mrs Crie's home to- oe a reception in the rectory for
Mr- and Mrs. M W. Spear reWe Are Unable to Buy Rubber Footwear
XX XX
Charles Hooper
his 15 months servraa. All priv- j
mo rrew to make plans for the Bishop Loring to which all are in- turned Monday from a ten days' trip
A surprise shower was given ileged to hear his informal and inof any kind!
year’s work. Mrs Ora Woodcock vited. At St George Church. Long to Boston and New York. They also
NAOMA MAYHEW
Wednesday
by
Mrs.
Albert
Hoffses
usually
interesting
talk
were
most
Mrs Mary Fales ar.d Mrs. Irra Cove at 2 30 p m. Sunday visitation visited Mr and Mrs. Mark Stiles
Correspondent
At present we have a Good Stock on hand
xx xx xx xx
at her home on Washington enthusiastic in their appreciation. '
Keaer were appointed to be m of the Bishop of the Docese.
Marieta Shibles) at Mt. Verncn
XX /X XX XK
street, in honor of Mrs. Howard The hostesses were Mrs. Agnes
charge of the public supper to be j The Nursing Association will N Y '
and Advise Buying At Once!
Tel. 713
Rollins. Refreshments were served Witham. Mrs Helen Montgomery, |
he.d Jan 27 The next meeting spmsor a public card party Wedr.esMrs Mayme Carroll. Mr and Mrs.
wild be Feb 4. in the evening at day at 7 30 at the home of xtr-. j a Albert Rhodes and daughter Judith
The meeting of the American by the hostess and Mrs. Rcllms Mrs. Georgia Wiley and Mrs. Ruth {
were dinner guests Sunday at
fCr ton^ht at received many gifts. Those pres Pullen. Refreshments were served
which time Church Night will be McEvoy.
CAMDEN, MAINE
home of Mr. ar.d Mrs. FrederickI _ 30 ocliock will be held at 7 in- ent were: Mrs. Harold Ames and from an attractively appointed
observed
At the conclusion of ,
the business Mrs Leach, assisted
Civilian Defense Council
Richards
i stead because of the community daughter Mary. Mrs. John Campbell table in the Guild Rcom. MrsMrs. Alvin Bowden is in Boston
Qr defenge whkh are ;£> son R.chard. Mrs. Karl Thomp Willey poured and Mrs Ann Proc
by Mrs. Edr.a Yeung, served xe
The first meeting of the Civilian
son and daughter Shirley. Mrs. tor. chairman of the refeshmenti
hpW at thp
cream and cake
Defense Council was held Tuesday called by the death of her brother.,
Lionel
Cooper and son. Cary. Mrs. committee was assisted in serving (
Good
health
is
an
essential
facadtoitCe<i
to
mem
.
Local No 35. UC1. and G W at the report center in the Watts
Rollins
and son. Soctt and the by Mrs. Nerita W*ght. Mrs. Mar
tor
in
the
Defense
program,
ar.d
to'
Blfclness
Mens
As

Union had a pleasant and satis Block. The report cf the zoning
hostess
and
her daughter. Elaine. garet Ladd Mrs. Theresa Babo.
aJ. the
Monday
factory meeting Tuesday at which of the town into air raid sections*, moke the public mere health conp g
Mrs. Eugene Shaw and Mrs Wes Tii- next meeting will be held with 1
time their new officers assumed as drawn up by Robert LJbby. was scious arrangements are being made
HASKELL & CORTHELL
them duties. Supper was enjoyed given by Edwin Anderson in the by Earle Achorn. Principal of thel^^ ,o ,hw npw residence at ley Barter were invited but were Mr- Georgia Wiley. Union street
CAMDEN, MAINE
and Mrs. Arlettie Good will pre- '
Qf
an{, Centfal unable to attend
preceding the meeting. During the absence of Mr Libby and the ex- Grammar School, to have a diphteIephone number
Masonic Assembly will be held sent a paper.
buemess session at was voted to cellenc work was accepted with theria clinic conducted soon when
Announces Its
children
from
six
months
to
six
;n
pr
^
t
appreciation
by
the
assembly
Mr
tonight,
the committee in charge
contribute $SO to the Red Cross
Jennie Hosier Stone
being Mr and Mrs. Austin Ran
War Fund and a new fiag was dis Lfbby had also made a spiler.dtd years will be given the opportunity • Cp, hone directo
Jennie Wester) Stone, wife of !
to
have
the
toxoid
treatment.
Per

large
map
of
the
town.
played A brief program was fol
Ouc of town Rotarians present kin. Music wiil be fumishetf by Parker R. Stone, aged 58. died
The matter of the 24-hour air sons ever six years may have the at the Tuesdav* luncheon were: H. Deans orchestra.
lowed by general dancing with, mu
of
Wednesday morning in Glbn Ol
raid
warning service was discussed Schick test.
sic by the Lame City Boys. The
The first in a series of Friday den. Penn, after a brief illness.
P Blodgett, Horatio Cowan. Don
The Trytohelp Club met Monday ald Matheson all of Rockland; suppers will be held Jan. 16 at
ccmmitcee in charge of supper was and Rev H P Leach, chief air
LADIES’ AND CHILDREN'S WINTER COATS
Mrs. Stone w-as the daughter of ,
night
at the Baptist parsonage with
raid
warden,
was
appointed
to
get
composed of these members of
Arthur Stevens of Augusta. Hervey the Snow Bowl Lodge Hou?e Hazel the late Hiram Woster and Eliza ’
DRESSES, HATS, AND ACCESSORIES
Mayflower Tempie: Mrs. Dora in tcuch with the district warning Mrs. C Vaughn Overman and Mrs Allen was a guest Robert Skin Clark is in charge cf the kitchen Greenlaw and had spent the most ;
Edith
Overlock
as
co-hostesses.
The
Maxey. Mrs. Ruby Allen. Mrs. center in Rockland and see how
ner of Belfast was the guest Supper will be served from 5 30
her IC in North Haven with
Kathleen Studley. Mrs. Katherine the two can be co-ordinated Hiram work period was devoted to Red speaker and spoke on “The World to 7. The proceeds eo towards the the exception of the past four
Crawford, and Miss Cora Robin- Lrbby ar.d Mrs. Lura Libby were Cress sewing after which lonch was Outlook After the War."
general maintenance of the club years when she was a resident of
sen and dmmg room committee named on the committee to see served. Next week the club will
Mrs. Carrie Newhall leaves the and they have proved popular in Glen Olden
Was Mrs. Ora Woodcock. Mrs Mer- that the report center has proper meet with Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
past years Charies Lord, presi
Besides her husband, she is sur
tie Grover. Mrs. Madeline Ed- blackout facilities as per require- , The Thimble Club met Wednes- .
dent. is also chairman of the vived by four children; Mrs. Gil
mands, Mrs. Marguerite Harriman meats named at the precautions day afternoon with Mrs. Myra Giles Josephine Wooster. >2; Mrs. M. W House Committee.
bert C Laite of Camden, Miss
school
The Twentieth Century Club will Spear. $1.: Miss Ann Townsend. $10;
and Mrs Dorothy Horsley.
John Webber of Boston a member Ruth Stone. Parker W. Stone.
In order that tb» tow ^people
^7iV ^rn~n
The committee appointed by the
j of Mrs Edith Buzzed. Mrs. Fannie
Mrs Lina Joyce. SI; Mrs Mar- of the Summer colony was guest at Nathaniel Stone of Glen Olden;
Parent-Teacher
Association
to may know what is being accom I Thompson will review the book "The l?aret Gregory 2; Mias Minnie Shep- Green Gables over the week-end.
and three grandchildren of Canxdeal with the problem of the plished by the civilian defense Scong Sisters'' by Har.n.
The
Sodality
of
Our
Lady
cf
Good
der.
herd. $2: Dr. P B Sisco. $2; Miss
Hope
at
its
session
last
night
voted
1
Funeral services w.ll be held
Rev C. V. Oxerman is able to be Margaret Rioehenbaugh. $2.50: E.
to contribute $.5 to the Red Cress! Monday at 2 o'clock from the
out following a week's illness
N. L. Sexton. $25: Everett Fales, $5:
Good funeral home. Rev. William ,
Rockport
Grammar
Schooi
boys
Mrs. Charles Bcemn. $1. Miss Ma- War Fund.
Gilulance 0/
Mrs. Lawton Feeney and da inter E Berger officiating. Burial will be
and girls' basketball teams will play ricn Weidman. $10: Mrs. Mary
Union Grammar teams Saturday at Loui.se Bok. $10G: Mr and Mrs Felix Jane were guests yesterday of Mrs. in Camden.
j the Union gymnasium.
Salmond, $5: Everett Humphrey. $2:
qUALIT
Additional” donations
toward Mrs. Arthur Berry, $1: Irvin Cam.
Rockport's quota of $690 in the Rec
s1ct
Cross 2nd Drive, bringing the toA D Bisbee Sr $1; M Hebard.
tai up to $494.10 are:
15 FratJCis Gilbert. $10: Mrs Arthur
• T«n, a,
a, tunlamp, c»„.
! Clifford Smith. >50: A. H Chat-!Sco:t' S2; Trytohelp Club >5 pro‘
ceeds
from
baked
bean
supper,
field. Jr., $.3; Mrs. Edith Evans
• Gi*a»
30 mint,**, af "J»lf
Braun >5; Mr. and Mrs. Charles >1280
Sun Ten" in 3 minatas
Mr and Mrs William O'Jala and
Lane Jr , $5 Burton Richards. $1;
• F-a-ulda, mf-o-rad a, »a(l a,
family.
A5: Mr and Mrs. Edwin LofQUALITY that will last and do a good job IN
Mrs A H Chatfield, Sr. $25. Mrs
ubraviala* my»
man $2; Neelo Lofman. $1 Sam
TELLIGENT SERVICE to help you m selecting un
•
Oparafu
1 an AC ar 0C
Heino. $1. Mr and Mrs. Matthew
1110 ««<*,)
council arxi what persons are re Starr. $2; Lydia Lehtinen. $5. Aik
familiar arttcles. VARIETY as wide as it is possible
From our
sponsible for each phase the list Sokninen. $1; Gust Saiminen. $4;
to obtain anywhere and LOW PRICES to help yo 1
of
committees
so
far
named
is
Naim; Lchberger. $1; Mr and Mrs
have a reserve for DEFENSE BONDS and STAMPS
ELECTRIC
herewith published: Rcdney Jor Elmer Starr $2 Mr and Mrs Gust
It :s our pledge to continue to bring all these to our
dan . town defense chairman, un Laine. $3.
6«f o radiant, attraetiva
customers!
der whose jurisdictron come: air
John Hurme and family $3; Mr
CASSEROLE
raid wardens, a group being or and Mrs Thomas Mcnden. $2-; John
sur ton with this
ganized as rapidly as possible by Lehtcnen. $1; Mr and Mrs. Mikko
SNOW
H F Leach, chief air-raid warden; Lofman: Geirge Ranta. $2; Mrs
firemen (already tnCned> chair Ranta. $1; (da Greenrcse. $4. John
5-Drawer
WHITE
man Fire Chief Edwm Anderson; Greenrose $1; John Allen. $1;
STEEL
MEDI
police, chairman. Chester Vcse. Amanda Lunden.. $1: Charles LunSAVE Ml.AO
who is organizing a group of den. $1: Mrs Geo Starr $1: Harvey I
GENUINE MERCURY.ARC
CINE
UTILITY
special
police
:
disaster.
Garncld
Lunden. $1; Mr <fc Mrs Geo GreenCABINET
CABINET
thin Sppeinl ,
Cole chairman and comprising rose. $2: George Greenrose. Jr. W.
$1.19
S1.39
these sub-comanttees.
$3: David Hama Lamer. 2.
Rescue Forest Stxne; demcliIt you've missed that dekcacy of
tan. Hiram Libby; food. Albert REASON IT OUT AND YOU’LL
\
n»cm»
weU-coiwirwted
cabinet wilh ' hannel frame en
home
baked bean.; then h»re ; a sug
EMiot; ^better Dr AHyne Peabody;
PREFER THIS
III- IS f ornrartmrnt^. * v«rv
three -Jdes «tf mirr>w whu-h prngestion that you'll thank us for the
cJcthmg.
Mrs.
William
White:
Reg. ? 4.95,value
w«de-» strength and rigidly V» heane ha- nun» u-e-> for a ut'tirest of vour natural days’
transport a "ion and comimunicaticr.
dwwr
Two metal -helves. She tv b«-\ like this. Sfcte It" high.
COarifTt WITH GOOGLES
Sport a radiant, mid-sumSreohen Lavender;
registration
8" wfde. 5'»" deep.
irxi>\
raer sun tan. It's smart.
Try one of these ELECTRIC cAoand inforroatscn. Mk» Jessie M
5EROLES and you 11 have some of
You’ll look better. And
COMBINATION SQUARE
Stewart
LVTHEK
the
finest
baked
beans
you
ae
evethat means you’ll Zee/ bet
Household
AND LEVEL
Mrs Leah Davis ts chairman of
basted. Not only is it good for bak
and UtQity
95r fnwn
the
women's
division
which
is
made
ter. Especially during the
12 inch 98c
ing beans but it's fine for soups,
>1 monthly
up oi* -hese sub-committees: VoiS?aw, away ia a Paraau d-awa*.
GRINDER
ST"
cold weather be sure your
escakops: baking biscuits, cakes; fry
tinceer piacement tteam. Miss
Only 3'4 1 5 »
ibdws.
ing foods equally as well.
$1.19
whole family gets its daily
Gladys Doherty; training cour:
• In NR (Nature's Remedy Tablets,
are no chemicals, no tmnemls. no
Vitamin D (the “sunshine’’
The steel blade is graduated
The wheel grip clamy easity
Mrs Manor Grafto©. under which there
pher.oi denvat;-.-es. NR Tablets are
on both sides in Sths and lNths. attaches to work bench or taM-.
come these various Red Cress different—art different. Pvrtf? nnfttaba
vitamin) with this com
Limited Time - - - Limited Quantity
SJnds. and 64ths. Durable, ok- Adjustable tod rest and high—a combination of 10 vegetable ingre
courses
of
mstrocuon:
Motor
pact, powerful S perti U11racurate, ccreplete w th heavy grade fast cutting wheel 4rit-«~.
dients form-hated over 50 years ago.
Coras Lreut. Barbara Batchelder: Utweafed or candy coated, their action
duty cast iron head.
A BEAL VALUE.
violet Lamp. Only $27.50.
Hxne nursing, which is being is dependable, thorough, yefi gentle, as
mikions of NR’s have proved. Get a lOf
Come in for demonstration.
taught by Mrs. Eunice Morse: no- Canrincer Box. Larger economy sizes, too.
; aa bock ef chair . . . aa t
tntion. a course being organised
’■com door while ihowaq.
and to be taught by Mrs. Helen
Dana: first aid and chemical war
al PIINT5-STOVES-KITCHENWARE >1
fare courses. Edwin Ander/wi and
" fC/>M£HLY VCAZIE-i"'
Vzc
Miss Jane Miller; and a rlacs for
Try one out this week-end — no oMiffatioa!
*
441 MAIN ST.
KCCKLANO ,zblwomen atr-raid wardens Ls being
RfCIMAKI
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THOMASTON

PARK THEATRE

ROCKPORT

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

STARTING TOO

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Our Anm

TAI K OF THE TOWN

Priced-$5.!
(Valul

Misses’, Wo
Mail and A
(Sale Continues Until]

BURDELL
R0|

16 SCHOOL ST.,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gerrbu
on a vacation trip to Manclu)
N. H., Boston and New York
Mrs. Lewis Bowen and dauJ
Ruth, are guests of Mr. and
Louis B. Cock of Beech stre< I

ATTENTION!

CAMDEN

^JOTTFOOJt
HAV0RS

WITH TH|

NEW

HASKELL & CORTHELL

THE WOMAN’S SHOP

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

PREST
COOKE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooks Peas—I Minute
Asparagus—1 Minute
Lima Beans—I Minute
Carrots—2 Minutes
Cabbage—2'j Minutes
String Beans—2'j Minu(es|
Potatoes—5 Minutes
Beets—5 Minutes
Chops—5 .Muiutrs
Stews—10 Minutes
Boast Chicken—23 Minute^
Pot Roast—39 Minutes

SAVE TIME
SAVE FUEL
SAVE FLAVOR

4-QUART

SIZE

Main Street

Hardware Co.
441 MAIN ST., RO< KLAND.
TEL. 26X

V

VAn*ET'
VOV*

Bp ffiatu.'itt th fAejeb

IIO.MK BAKEIt BEANS
•/««< Uke Mother used to took!

NEW SPERTI PORTABLE

On

ULTRAVIOLET LAMP

1

MB
$7.50

Mt

MR!N STHHRDUJflREo

Most of these
high heels, and repv
guarantee of qiial:

Me

Pvnrv-Other-Day '
pntly A surprise party was given
him by his relatives. Those pres.
were iiis grandmother, Mrs.
tli Beverage, his father, Hiram
rerage. Chester and Wilson Bev[ge: Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beverage
son John, Mr. and Mrs. Malcohn
ckett, Mr. and Mrs. George
rerage and children, Agnes and
th, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Mills
d children, Freda, Priscilla, and
ien, Mrs. Florence Brown, Elinor
own and Lillian Gregory. a
■asant evening was spent. Re■shments were served.
LB Cooper of Camden, Sherman
oper cf Lynn. Mass., and Mrs.
anley Gay of Canaan arrived
lesday, called by the death of
pt. Sanford Cooper,
li Leslie Dickey and son Curtis,
nt Wednesday to Portland.
Irs. Irven Stone and son Dougwent Monday to Vinalhaven to
sit at the home of her brother,
idrew Gilchrist.
Jawrence Beverage is home from
nn. Mass., for a brief visit with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Bev-

Jennie (Foster) wife of
r R Stone of Glen Olden,
(nn. formerly of North Haven,
pd early Wednesday morning in a
iiladelphia
hospital.
Funeral
rvices will be held in Camden
,,nday at 2 o'clock frem the Good
Leral home.

There is enough salt in the Dead
>a to supply the world "or 2000
ars.

ION!
Rubber Footwear
ind!
iood Stock on hand
ng At Once!

:ORTHELL
[AINE

®SOCl ETY

STARTING TODAY...

Our Annual Winter
Sale

of

DRESSES

Priced-$5.95-$8.95-$ 10.7 5
(Values to $19.75)

Misses’, Women’s and Half Sizes

Gail Gardner cf Hartford, Conn..
who has been spending the holidays
w’ith the John Gardner’s at The
Meadows, will visit her maternal
grandmother at Camden before re
turning home.
Miss Edith Bicknell has been'
-------called tc Concord, Mass, by the illMr and Mrs Frcd Trecarten are
ness of Miss Edith and Miss Evelyn home from a two weeks stay in
guck
, Miami where the thermometer av_____
; erageri 85 deg. above each day. They
Miss Kathleen Deane has returned 8°t back to Ma.ne with a slight
from Massachusetts General 'Hospi- J change to 15 deg. be.ow, and did
tai where she has been receiving they get their brilliant tan capped
special treatment.
| hy a frost?
Word comes from the Baker
Memorial Hospital in Boston that
Mrs. E. L. Brcwn, who recently
underwent an operation there, is
showing steady improvement.

Mail and Phone Orders Filled

This And That

Bj K.

S.

Did you ever see an Elf Owl? It
is only about six inches long and
the very smallest owl in North
America.
e e e e

Did it ever occur to you that (
possibly Senator Taft's middle
name might be Block?
• • • •
Spotted typhus fever in War
saw and at epidemic height and it
has been gaining for a month past.
Is this retribution to Germany?
• • • •
“Roy L.” of Winterport is out
again. His courage certainly is
lasting.

Edward Chisholm'was a business
Mrs. Earl Oowell and Mrs. Sey- J
visiter
in Boston yesterday.
! incur Cameron were co-chairmen of|
! the circle supper served at the Ccn(Sale Continues Until All Dresses Are Disposed of)
The Scout Leaders Club will meet
gregational vestry last night. They' at the heme of Horatio C. Cowan on
were assisted by Mrs. William Roast,, Talbot avenue p,.iday night
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Mrs.
_____
Earle Perry, Mrs. Roland Ware, Mrs. j Mrs. Grace Lawrence entertains
Charles Lcwe, Mrs. Frederic Bird, j the Adams Craft Club at luncheon
16 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE, TEL. 540
Miss Virginia Connon, Mrs. Wesley at the Copper Kettle today cn the
Baby giant pandas arrive at the
Wasgatt, Mrs. Stafford Congdon,i occasion cf the annual birthday
Bronz
Zoo. and are they funny!
Miss Marion Ginn. Mrs. Maurice party of the club.
e e • e
Harvey, Mrs. Edwin Scarlott, Mrs.
Judge:
“
One
year and $50 fine.”
The condition of Frank Tirrell,
Ernest Keywcod, Mrs. Leland Drink
Prisoner’s lawyer: ‘‘Your Honor,
who is a patient at Knox Hcspital.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gerrish are I The Augusta Co-operative Con water and Mrs. Robert Allen.
is reported to be improved to the I beg the sentence be reversed .”
on a vacation trip to Manchester, cert Association is presenting The
Judge: “Very well. Fifty years
Miss Minnie White has returned point that he is able to sit up part
N. H., Boston and New York.
Curtis String Quartet in a Festival
and
$1 fine.”
cf
each
day
and
expects
to
be
moved
to
her
home
in
Bath
after
a
visit
■ of Chamber Music Jan. 18, 19 and
• • • •
Mrs. Lewis Bowen and daughter 20. The Sunday concert will begin with Mrs. William T. White, Lake tc his home within the next week or
What’s this talk about all pen
ten days.
Ruth, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. at 3.30 p. m„ the other two at 8.15 avenue.
nies
being turned in fcr war use
Louis B. Cook of Beech street.
| p. m. All profits will be donated
Mrs. Harriet Merriam cf Park with this shortage of the vital
Mrs.
Arthur
Brown
is
confined
to
I to the Augusta Red Cross War Re
street will entertain the members copper? What would the Sunday
lief Fund. No admission can be her home in Ash Pcint by Illness.
of Browne Club at her home Friday. Sehocls do and how levy the penny
sold at the door on Sunday, so that
tax? Stamps are suggested but
The Rcckland Junior Woman’s
arrangements should be made in
Chummy Club met with Mrs. they are mussy things for substi
OFTFOOD
advance by communicating with Club held a bridge party Tuesday Frank Fields of Water street Mon
FLAVORS
Miss Caroline Fenno Chase, treas night at the home of Miss Barbara day and celebrated the occasion of tutes. Why not use some card
urer. 312 Water street, Augusta. It Blaisdell, Walker place. Prizes were the birthday of Mis. Pearl Lo:k who board or wooden device?
• • • •
will be possible to get tickets at the won by Mrs. Robert Burns, Mrs. is a member cf the club. Cards were
A
little
boy
in school was asked
door for tiie evening concerts, al Nicholas Anastasio, Miss Gertrude played with prizes going to Mrs.
to
define
the
word, ‘‘petroleum.”
WITH THE
though due to limited seating ca Heal and Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis.
Herbert Mullen. Mrs. Arthur Marsh
He
said,
“
It
’
s
a kind of oilcloth
NEW
pacity it is advisable to procure tick
and Mrs. Kate Hall.
Miss
Hattie
Hall
cf
Augusta
ar

they
use
on
floors.
”
ets in advance if possible. Prices
• • • •
rives
for
a
Winter
visit
at
the
home
may be learned by calling Mrs.
Mrs. Cora Smith entertained
Daylight saving socn. That’s the
Gladys Heistad, Camden 2432. Au of Jarvis C. Perry today.
Hatetcquitit Chib Tuesday night at
prediction.
Why do they aban
gusta Ls a comfortable drive so it is Captain and Mrs. David L. Has the home of Mrs. Retta Cole cn
don
it
at
all?
expected there will be some music kell of Ingraham Hill, who observed Main street. Honors were won by
• • • •
lovers from this section attend one their golden wedding anniversary Mrs. Lizzie French, Mrs. Hattie Da
If the leading workers in the
or more of these concerts.
Christmas Day were overjoyed be vies and Mrs. Cole.
State for scrapping the junk yards
cause cf numerous cards, telegrams
• Cooks Teas—1 Minute
The Women’s Christian Temper and all the automobile graveyards,
Educational Club Forum tomorrow and calls received during the week.
• Asparagus—1 Minute
ance
Union will meet tomorrew aft could have their way, a lot of sal
in Grand Army hall at 3 o’clock is They received messages fi^m all ever
• Lima Beans—1 Minute
‘ Should the Nations of the western the eastern part of the State, cne ernoon at the home of Mrs. William vage would result. “This and
• Carrots—2 Minutes
That" and “State Chat” have kept
hemisphere unite to form a per ccming from a youngster under two Brawn.
• Cabbage—2 ’ a Minutes
at it for many months now and
manent union and should they urgei years of age and one from a dear
• String Beans—Minute*
Members of Itcocvik Club spent they hepe for results soon to bene
citizens of Fascist nations to revclt friend of many years who had at the aftemcon Tuesday in Red Cross
• Potatoes—5 Minutes
Why wait?
to join such a union and is it ethical tained the age of 90. Especially sewing and knitting at the home of fit the war fund.
• Beets—5 Minutes
• • • •
to interfere with form of foreign pleasant was Christmas Day when i Mrs. H. P. Blodgett. A social hour
• Chops—5 Minutes
New comes the new’ French coins
governments?
Albert R. Marsh’s they were gusts cf their son and was enjoyed and tea was served.
• Stews—10 Minutes
like
Chinese money with ventilated
pupils are tc furnish music and Mrs. daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin The next meeting will be at the
• Boast Chicken—25 Minutes
or
doughnut
holes in the centers.
Caro Jones is preparing the very- L. Haskell, upper Talbot avenue. A home cf Mrs. Leforest A. Thurston.
• Pot Boast—20 Minutes
just
as
in
World
War No^ 1. The
best supper you ever imagined for bountiful Christmas dinner was Jan. 27.
SAVE TIME
late
Frank
Norton
brought me
6 o’clock.
served by Mrs. Haskell. Those
some
funny
tin
ccins
that were
SAVE FUEL
present included their granddaugh
Chapin Class enjoyed a covered
used
with
paper
pasted
on them
SAVE FLAVOR
Jane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ter, Miss Mary L. Haskell of Augus dish supper at their regular monthly
in centime pieces.
Raymond Pendleton of Rankin ta and their grandson-in-law and meeting held in the vestry of the
• • * *
4-QUART
street, celebrated her eighth birth- granddaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Universalist Church Tuesday with
Here is a most interesting fact.
i day Saturday when she entertained T. Clark, Jr., of Lawn avenue. Beau the men as special guests for the
SIZE
In
the United States alone there
a group of her schoolmates for the tiful gifts were received by Captain supper and evening. Mrs. Faith
are
1.555 newspapers and periodi
afternoon. Games were enjoyed and and Mrs. Haskell.
Berry and Mrs. Edward R. Veazie
cals published and in all the world
refreshments served by Mrs. Pendle
were in charge of the supper.
besides this are only 1891. This
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
ton. Those present were Geraldine
naturally
means that Americans
Billings. Ramona Dow, Barbara and gecond floor, 16 School street, Odd
Clearance Sale of dresses. Alare
a
people
who must have the
4tl MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. Betty Knowlton, Joyce- Wotton, Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur freda Perry, 7 Limcrcck St. -adv. news. Now that the radio is of
Beverley Brcoks, Mary LcGlcahec Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
TEL. 268
prices.
and Judith and Joan Knowlton.
The What-Not Gift Shop i.s clos such general use, one might ex
ing out its business by Feb. 1st. New pect a falling eff but not so. News
is the time to secure valuable gift- one gets in one's home paper or
wares at greatly reduced prices, j the metropolitan dailies is of
vases, trays, mirrors, teapots, Chi such great value, they will live and
nese embroideries; boxes, porcelain prosper.
• • • •
figures, bags, hooked rug patterns
Florence Nightingale will live
some jewelry, etc. Helen IL Carl
again
through this war and
son.—adv.
e-veryonc will be thankful to the
tine Red Cress nurses and the
loyalty and heroic brilliancy of
their
service for humanity.
CALL on US
• • • •
Those flamingoes at Haileah
WHEN YOUR Park at Miami. Fla., are new be
ing fed a raw meat diet to help
assure the brilliant color in their
feathers. How long do you think
this can go on?
• • • •
Yes, it is said, thin people live
NEEDS FIXING
longer than fat ones. Their clothes
last longer, their tempers are bet
(?) their eyes are stronger and
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC. ter
their healing apt to be good for
TEL. 721
old age.
442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
• • • •
A famous Frenchman cnce said,
"At heart the Englishman is al
SE ways arrogant, the Spaniard is al
ways cruel, the German is always
an invader, the American is al
ways a ycuth and the Frenchman
is always a peasant.
• • • •
BUY
Michigan has this advantage
over many other States. She
UNITED
touches all the Great Lakes except
STATES
Lake Ontario. That fact alone
SAVINGS
brings much advantage in fishing
and shipping.
BONDS

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

PRESTO

COOKER

rs shop
ORTHELL
MAINE

;s Its

iRANCE SALE
N'S WINTER COATS
ID ACCESSORIES

$12.50

Main Street
Hardware Co.

——

• Tons at latt at tunlompt tatt
ing much more

a Giv»« you 30 minulei ot “July
Sun Tan” in 3 minutot
• Provide* infra-red at well Ol
ultraviolet rayt

• Operator on AC or DC
1110 voltt I

Back From Dixie
Pvt. Samuel Beverage of
North Haven Describes
Northward Journey
(Second Installment)
The original schedule had called
for a stop at Ft. Belvoir near Accotink. just south o-f Washington
but we were so far ahead of sched
ule that our commanding officers
decided to push on to Baltimore,
so those of us who had made
previous plans to spend the eve
ning in cur Capitol City were dis
appointed. Aifter passing Ft. Bel
voir came Mt. Vernon. Alexandria.
Arlington; then across the Poto
mac (we didn’t have any silver
dollars to scale across as Wash■
ington is reputed to have done),
into the Capitol City. There in the
early evening we beheld the splen
dors of the place, the Lincoln
Memorial, Washington Monument,
the many government buildings
(where thousands work daily),
the Capitol building. Pennsylvania
avenue, and the many apartment
houses, for the multitude of gov
ernment employes and their fam
ilies. We did not pause at all in
the city, even though it was at
the hour the offices close, and the
workers were on the way home.
Those cf you who have been in
Washington will appreciate the
fact that there is plenty of traffic,
at office closing time. You can
imagine the disgust of many Washtonians who found an Army con
voy moving through without step
ping even for the traffic lights!
We watched Washington fade
into the twilight as we continued
on to the north. There wasn’t
much to be seen now that it was
dark so we can’t tell ycu much
abcut the land in between the two
cities. The thing that impressed
us the most in Baltimore I think
was the tenement houses whicli
are the longest continous dwelling
houses we have ever seen, and so
many of them, all alike.
The Baltimore Armcry was cur
lodging place, and after getting
settled we set cut to see as much
of the city as possible. Visible for
some distance is the Washington
Memoiial statue which is the first
monument ever erected anywhere
to the “Father cf Our Country".
It was the custom in those days
tc make a eclumn several hundred
feet tall and put a statue of the
man to whom it is dedicated on
the very top, where one finds it
hard to tell who the statue is of
unless he reads the inscription on
the base. Such is this Baltimore
statue to Washington, which is
lighted at night by a battery of
floodlights. The pillar itself is
the part that draws the eye most;
made of a clear white stone
(.marble or granite, I'm not sure
which).
Another landmark, to be seen
on the waterfront of Baltimore, is
the old Shot-Tower, made in 1828
and’ one of the few left standing in
the country. The tower is about
200 feet high, made of brick, and
considered to be an outstanding

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

SCREAM IN TH

MEXICO^

J*** £

COMPIETE WITH GOGGIES

J5.S0 Value ENNA JETTICKS.. .. .. .. ..

55.CO Value ODETTES...... .. .. .. .. .. .

Slowi away in a bureau drawee
Only 3% x 5 x 9’/j inchet.

H00, $5.00 OTHER STYLES.. .. .. .. .. ..

2.95

Most of these Ladies’ Shoes are Suedes or combinations, built on medium and
high heels, and represent real savings at these prices. Every pair carries the same
guarantee of quality as regular stock. All Sales Cash!
Hang on bacl of chair ... on bath
room door while shaving.

AINE
iMPAHY
tn ELAND • WATER VILLB

AND STAMPS

Did you realize that bats have
i super-sensitive sense organ in
their wings enabling them to fly
blindfolded1 through a room close
ON \ALF \TYOIR POST OFFICE 0k RANK ly strung with wires without touch
ing a single wire? Well, it’s true.
e e e e
merica n uard
My Garden
Above is a reproduction of the Out where was my garden gay
Treasury Department’s Defense
Savings Poster, showing an exact A blanket white is spread all day,
duplication of the original ‘‘Minute Tis bordered with a hedge cut
Man” statue by famed sculptor
sheer
Daniel Chester French. Defense Which gives a touch of Winter’s',
Bonds and Stamps, on sale at your
cheer
bank or post offlce, are a vital part
ot America’s defense preparations. Where buds will tryst next -May.

A

McLain Shoe Store
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

O G

!

ooo

The third and fourth degrees
were conferred Monday cn Mr. and
Mrs. William Richards at the
meeting cf Weymouth Grange of
Thomastcn. Visitors were present
from Megunticock, Pleasant Valley
and GocdwMl Granges. A program
of orchestra selections, choral
numbers and tableaus was presen
ted and closed with the ensemble
singing of “America".
Almost 2C0.CC3 wemen have ob
tained jobs on Soviet railroads
since the first woman worker tcck
the throttle of a Russian locomo
tive in 1938.

E33SE

Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
At Advanced Prices

NOW PLAYING
Two Big Features

“BODY DISAPPEARS”
REny GRABte
WCTOR MATURE

with
Jane Wyman, Jeffry Lynn
also

SAT. CASH NIGHT. $115
Double Feature
Zape Grey’s

“NEW WINE”

‘Riders of the Purple Sage’

CAROLE LANDIS

with
Alan Curtis, Ilona Massey

laird cregar

COUNTRY STORE

ia

- —

EVERY FRIDAY

Commencing Jan. 23

4.95
4.45
3.95

e a e e

y

Me** Item* from *R of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

CARTOON. SERIAL, NEWS

$7.50 Value WALK-OVERS .♦.. .. .. .. .. .. $5 45
£6-50 Value AIR STEPS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

GRANGE CORNER

« HiHMiir oifTiarr • \

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

ET LAMP

' dence Hall, or the other memo
rials of the American Revolution,
in the "City of Brotherly Love,’’
but we did get a good lock at the
modern housing prcject. and re
call that this was one of the first
Colonial Cities to be laid cut in
an orderly fashion and not to have
its streets follow cow’paths, as in
Boston. Williams Penn sure did
a good job when he bargained with
the Indians! “Philie” is an im
portant shipping port, even though
some distance up the Delaware
River.
Also Philadelphia’s shipyards are
, nothing to be sneezed at. Just
aercss the river is Camden, N. J.
where RCA radios are manufac
tured, and did I forget to mention
that Philadelphia is the home cf
Philco and Atwater Kent radios,
| as well as being the home of hun
dreds of other manufacturing con
cerns. Did I hear semeone singing
about ‘Philadelphia’s Scrapple”
' (we wonder if that radio program
i still comes on Sunday afternoons?
' We seem to miss up on a lot of
I the things these days). We say that
“Philie” is versatile, what do ycu
• think?
The last we saw of “Penns
! Woods” was at Morrisville where
( we crossed the Delaware River in
to Trentcn. N. J. North Havenites
will associate Trenton iyith Rev.
Milton G. Perry, pastor at the
Baptist Church in the Twenties.
It was Rev. Perry’s ambition and
work, that with the ever present
and much appieciated aid of the
islands Summer and local residents
made the new church possible.
Historic Trenton was the object
of General Washington’s crossing
of the Delaware, and subsequent
capture of the city, while the Redcoated forces were making merry
on New Years Eve. (Let’s hope the
Japs don't pull a Washington on
us.)
It was raining hard by spells and
a thoroughly nasty day but up
Route One we went. New Bruns
wick. Elizabeth, past enormous
Newark Airport, Newark and the
Pulaski ©kjway (the super-high
speed highway that takes you up
m the elcuds). Visualize a bridge
the height of the Carlton Bridge
at Bath, and four cr five miles
long and you have the Pulaski
Skyway. Of course all this is not
over water but over the Kearny
and Jersey City marshes. It does
cross the Passaic and Hackensack
Rivers near each end.
(To be continued)

ROC KLAWO

Friday and Saturday

RCURY-ARC

piece of bricklaying, for the tower
is as sound today as when made,
but of course is no longer used for
making round shot. The method
used at a shot tower is to drop
the molten metal (lead, pewter or
what have you) frfan the top of
the tower into water, or seme other
suitable liquid at the bottom, the
result being round (or nearly
round) shot. As you may imagine
this tower saw a lot of service
during the Civil War. The most
famous landmark at Baltimcre is
the Ft. 'McHenry National Park. It
was during the shelling of the
fort by the British that The Star
Spangled Banner’’ was written, by
Francis Scott Key who was cn one
of the British ships during the
battle, not as a prisoner as is the
common assumption, but as a gobetween, bargaining for the re
lease of an important prisoner of
w’ar. It was during these pro
ceedings that the British fleet went
into the battle which ended with
the Star Spangled Banner still
waving over Ft. McHenry and so
inspired Key that he scribbled the
poem
Once ashore again, he
shewed it to a music minded
friend, and together they set it to
tune.
While looking for more land
marks and points of interest, we
chanced to meet a student of Johns
Hopkins University, who tcld us a
bit about the city. Baltimore is
important as a port and has a
very extensive waterfront.
We were new about 500 miles
north of our starting place yet the
weather was still warm and no
snow! We had been expecting to
come back to find snow and ice
all over the place but not a bit did
we see.
Dec. 2 was a miserable rainy
day. but we got under way early
as usual, leaving Route One in
fp.vor of Route 40 and the State of
Delaware, ©till in Maryland we
passed through Aberdeen, the lo
cation of the Aimy’s proving
grounds. Here it ls that all new
tanks, trucks, guns, explosives, etc.
are given a try before bring ac
cepted by cur Government. We
could hear the sound of gunfire
as we passed, even as though a
battle was in progress. A little
farther up we passed through
Havre De Grace, which will strike
a familiar note with racing fans.
Nearly four months and 4039 miles
earlier we had crossed! the mighty
Susquehanna at Harrisburg, Pa.,
and now we crcas again, at the
very meuth cf the river. We did
not stay in the smallest State in
the Union much longer th2n,
enough to say we had been there
and we are net sure that we would
care to live in Wilmington, for
with the tremendous powder and
explosives factories there cne
would wonder when the place
might go “bocm Muniiticns are
not the only things made there,
for the versatile Du Pont Co. pro
duces most any kind cf synthetic
materials and plastics, besides
paints, nylon and celophane. Ncugh
sed!
Philadelphia with all ifs parks
and national shrines cainc next on
our route, and speaking of routes,
we came back on Number One just
before entering "Philie”. We did
not get a chance to see Indepen-

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

RADIO

LADIES’ SHOES

'9
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Every-Other-Day

Plus LATEST NEWS

EFFECTIVE SUNDAY
NEW SCALE OF PRICES
Sunday, all day ....... -.... 30c, 40c
Weekday Matinees .................30c
Evg., Orcb..... 40c. Balcony .... 30c
Children 11c at all shows

SUNDAY ONLY
Continuous 3.00 to 11.00 P. M.
Complete Shows at 3.00. 6 00, 8.45
TODAY
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
tn
“SKYLARK”

Tel.
892

ROCKLAND

with GEORGE MONTGOMERY
Plus
“SAILORS ON LEAVE’’
Chapter 7 ‘JUNGLE GIRL”

Coming: “I Wake Up Screaming’

I hiking
Hi
(iking Time

T

StandSAill!

IME’S passing means little to those who
enjev life. A healthy body laughs at birthdays and lives on the
stcred energy of younger years.
Keep faith with health. Ask your physician to prepare an
individual health program for you. Follow it and avoid most ill
nesses of advancing years.

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
TEL. 378
MAIN & LIMEROCK STS.,

ROCKLAND. ME.

WHERE QUALITY and ACCURACY PREVAIL

Every-Other-Day'
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

Camera Club’s Annual Exhibition

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Agriculture
]Thorpe; foods. Mrs. Jennie GamCarlton Weaver. Washington, has age; and home management. Mrs.
s,art?d on- ol the new poultry at- Helen Kelsey. Mrs. Jennie Oamrount books, assisted by County ’«« and Mrs. Helen Kelsey served
Agent R C. Wentworth.
I dinner.
The county clothing project
Herbert Cunningham, Washir.gton. reports that ins poultry flock
Mrs. Florence Prenhce of
ha, done exceptionally well this Bristol was in charge of the meet5ear. He keeps one of the Extencn Rt.g_ Making held by the
Fd.?e?omo
Farm Bureau January
f.ion Service farm accounts and
8
Mrs.
Thelma
Carter, of Pemasays lie could not get along without
quid. assisted her; 20 were pres
one.
ent at the meeting.
Farmers should order fertilizer ___
H.1- as oonaspo.,"Improve your Financial Securrible as there may be some delay in “Y”
‘he «‘bject of a meeting
.rieuverv.
.
,
held Jan. 6 in Orff's Corner. This
Tne monthly publication of in- **s *
meeting of both men
tcrest to poultrymen. “Poultry and *’omen Both county agent.
Topics", will be sent out the last *• C. Wentworth and heme demof this month. It will be sent free onstration agent. Lucinda Rich,
to all poultrymen who request it..were present.
Owl’s Head, taken during the Winter of 1941 by a Knox County Camera Club member.
Simply write County Agent R. C. } New is the time to start keeping
The salon prints are the result of j New display racks have been built
Wentworth. Rockland, to have your a family account for 1942 The
Tlie members of the Knox Coun
name placed on the mailing list.
home demonstration agent will ty Camera Club epen their annual the work of the past year by the this >’ear and a special lighting arA letter received recently from gladly send an account bock to any
club and are the best of the pictures rangement is being set up for the
Dean A L. Deering ot the College member requesting one. and will exhibit of salon prints tomorrow aft that they have taken during that i exhibit, using fluorescent, lights,
of Agriculture, Orono, says, that the help with getting it started. Please ernoon at 2 o’clock at the Com time. Tlie subjects are many and ■ Tlie public will be given an opporannual Farm and Home week will send request to the Farm Bureau munity Building and extend a cor varied; some members lean toward tunity to vote tor tlie picture which
be held as usual the last, of March, office in Rockland.
dial invitation to tlie public to at- marine subjects, others toward chil- they like best in the popular award
I
Due to the war many new problems!
tend. The showing will be from 2; riren cr animals and still others take contest in which there will be five
4-11 Club Notes
will face the Maine farmer and one
to 10 p. in. Friday and Saturday.! and exhibit a variety of subjects, place winners from first prize to
of tne best ways to meet these probClub secretaries in Knox-Lin- Members of the club will be in at- j There is no set form by which a honorable mention. A board of
lems is through meetings similiar coin counties have reported a tendance at all tunes to explain the J member must werk in exhibiting, judges will select the prize winning
to the one held each year at the total cf 85 meetings on time so pictures and greet the visitors.
resulting in a wide range ot sub- prints tor tlie club awards and for
College of Agriculture. Orono.
1 far tilts year. Afford Lake Club
jects
and types of prints, an exhibit tlie prints ccming from other clubs,
As a special feature, there will be
Three circulars have been pre- oi Hope leads with eight meeting.'-;
that
will interest everyone.
Departing from their usual praca showing, at intervals throughout
pared by the Extension Service on Fox Islanders. Vinalhaven. with
In addition to the prints- of the tice. the members will not place
each day. of natural eoler KodaFinancial Facts For Farm Families, seven meetings are second; and
chrome transparencies. These slides club, there will be an exhibit from their names on the pictures this
dealing with credit, safe invest- third is the George's Valley 4-H of
are in natural color and are pro several ether of the better known year, but. will title the picture onlyments and wills. Another circular Warren with six meetings. Fourjected on a special color screen 3 by clubs in the country on display. and the judges will use numbers to
No 153 deals with quest ons and an-; teen clubs have sent in programs
5 feet in size, presenting the picture These pictures, which have been se- vote from, as will the public for
swers of the soil conservation dis- of work for the year and three
in its full natural beauty. The mem lected by eminent boards of judges the popular awards. In using this
tncls in Maine These may be ob- have held judging contests,
bers have taken these pictures in all as outstanding in national competi- method, there can be no partiality
talned from the Exten-'on Beiyii 't Harold Brown was the winner section, of the State and.of many tion will prove a most interesting in the selection of the prizes either
Rockland.
of a preliminary judging contest
section of tlie show
by the judges or the public.
“Better I-iving from the Fanil" on eggs conducted by Mrs. Bessie and varied subjects
irn clin ts will be held next week Hardy, leader of the Hopes Happy
as follow^: Monday evening, Jan i club of Hope, January 6. The club
19. Camden Grange hall. Tuesday | agent wiil hol{1 the flnaJ contest
e-en ng Jan 20. Hope Grange hall.
the
pi icjay evening. Jan.
Nine Thousand Men In the
Wednesday evening. Jan. 21. Owls 16.
By Margaret Chase Smith
Head community building. Thurs
20 and 21 Year Old
The Fox Islanders learned how
day. Jan. 22, Simonton community
Groups In Maine
to make gingerbread at their meet
Washington, Jan. 14—As soon as essential food supply. All these
hall and Friday evening, Jan. 23, J .l
ing last Wednesday evening with Spring
weather
permits.
the matters some under the Ccmmitte?
Burkettville.
Approximately 9.000 male resi
instruction by their leader Mrs. Coast and Geodetic Survey will re on Merchant Marine and Fisheries
G. A. McLaughlin, farm account
dents
in Maine will be registered
; Anne Carver. The sewing girls also sume its survey of the Maine of which Bland is Chairman and
specialist of the Extension Service ]
in
the
20 and 21-year-old age
worked on their laundry bags,
coast with its innumerable inlets of which Representative Oliver of
will be in the county Tuesday and
groups
on
Feb. 16. Brig. Gen
i The George's Valley Boys of and islands. This charting, the Maine, is a Member. I mention
Wednesday Jan. 20-21 calling on
James
W.
Hanson.
State Director
Warren voted to collect waste I first off the Maine cost for many this Service especially because it
co-operators.
of Selective Service, announced
paper for the Red Cross at their j years, has been in progress for is so important to Maine.
itoday.
With Hie Homes
meeting Jan. 9. Mrs. Earle Moore, | some months beginning down at
Tlie Fish and Wildlife Service
National Selective Service Head
Montsweag Farm Bureau met at assistant leader of the club, showed i the New Hampshire line with needs to be here also because ol
quarters
anticipates a total regis
the Oood Will club house in Wool- the boys how to make row maTkers especial attention given last Sum- its relation to surplus' supplies for
tration
in Continental United
w.ch Wednesday, Jan. 7, to elect for the vegetable garden after the mer to Portland Harbor. Defense defense; and for close contact with
States
of
about 9.000.000 men be
agencies are very anxious to have the Stdte Department on inter
officers and plan the 1942 program. business meeting.
tween
the
ages of 20 and 45 years,
The Best Maids of Whitefield, the charting done as rapidly as national treaties and controversies
Mrs. Edith Rice was re-elected
the
Director
has been advised, and
chairman; Mrs. Rose Dutton, sec book in one more new member at possible since rocks menace move involving, fish and wildlife.
'
of
these
about
1.650,000 will be in
Gerry Wade, hatchery superin
retary; Mrs. Jessie Colby, foods; their meeting Jan. 3, at the home ment of the naval vessels up and
the
20
and
21
-year-old
group.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hathorn, clothing; of their leader Mrs. Walter Mac- down the coast and depths of water tendent of the Inland Fisheries
It
Ls
also
estimated
that
around
Mrs. Ethelyn Shea, home manage Innis. This makes a total of 14 are important knew’ledge to offi and Game cf Maine, and I have
7.353.000
in
the
36
to
44
year-okl
ment: and Mrs. Alice Baker, li members—eight moro than last cers. Rear Admiral (L. O. Colbert, oeen corresponding, about South
group will be registered through
brarian. Tlie home demonstration year. At the meeting the girls director of the Coast and Geodetic American meat for fish and ani
out the United States on Feb. 16.
agent assisted with planning the worked on their sewing projects.
Survey, says that the surveys will mal fodder. In my search ior ad
K. C. Lovejoy was in the county begin this Spring with Boothbay ditional information I visited together with some in the 21 to
1942 program. Dinner was served
36-vear-old groups who were un
FLsh and Wildlife Service, which
at noon bv Mrs. Edith Rice, Mrs. Tuesday, Jan. 6. and made calls Harbor and proceed northward.
able or neglected to register at the
• • • •
is in the Interior Department, and
Alice Baker, and Mrs Harry Wal ir. Orff's Corner, Aina and Wis
two previous registrations.
casset with the club agent.
Members of Congress are pro the Department cf Agriculture. I
lace.
The age groups to be registered
testing against removing Govern again realized hew much service
At South Bristol, the farm bu
' on Feb. 16 include all men not
ment Departments from Washing jf Members of Congress to their
reau met Jan 8, at the Redmens
previously registered who have at
ton. Among these are Farm Se constituents would be hampered
hall to plan the 1942 program with
tained their 20th birthday on Dec.
curity. Patents, Fish and Wild »y removal of agencies from
the h;me demonstration agent,
31, 1941, and who have net reached
life Service, Immigration and Washington. The Department of
Lucinda Rich.
Officers elected
their 45th birthday on Feb. 16,
Naturalization, and several others. Agriculture says that importation
were: Chairman, Mrs. Mona Fair1 1942; that is: All unregistered
I have written to the President jf raw meat from South America
in;
secretary. Mrs.
Elizabeth
males resident in the United
and the Budget Bureau that I be or any ether country where there
i States who were born between Feb
lieve Washington should continue is foot and mouth disease is pro
17. 1897 ad Dec. 31. 1921.
to be the Federal City and that hibited by our law Meat cooked
Departments should not be moved to the degree guaranteeing destruc
away even temporarily.
Daily tion of the virus of the disease may father’s regiment at camp. I am
contacts of Members of Congress come in but this cooking makes • informed that the War Depart
with the Departments would be it unacceptable for fish food or ment is without authority to com
IN MIAMI
c
precluded by moving them away for other animal fodder, except pel an enlisted man to provide
that some cf the cooked meat, for the suppert of his dependents
to other sections of the country.
even though he is ordered to do
Make Your Home At
I have also written them that mixed with wheat, rye. or ether
so
by a civil court, and no part of
mu
the great expense involved in grains, is manufactured into dog
his
pay can be set aside for the
making these removals would buy food. There seems to be no record
purpose
wtihout his consent ex
an enormous amount of war equip of any of the cooked meat coming
cept
that
a portion of hLs pay may
ment and that we should do every m fcr fish or animal fodder, the
be
deducted
for payment of rental
thing possible to prevent confu Department says.
for the premises occupied by his
• • • •
sion and disruption of departmen
dependents,
under certain cir
The war brings many problems
tal functioning during the war.
cumstances.
The
execution of an
• • • •
to Memoers from their constitu
allotment
by
an
enlisted
- man is
ents.
The
mother
of
a
veteran
Congressman Bland, of Virginia
Ls leading the fight against re writes that her name Ls spelled entirely voluntary.
• • • •
moval of the FLsh and Wildlife wrong on the war insurance policy 1
The War Department seems
Enjoy the blue iLies—golden'
Service and points out that this the son took out fcr her. Correc
sunshine and tropical breezes ot
quite
definite in regard to burial
Service needs to be tiere to con tions of this sort may be made by
Miami. Hara is all tha beauty and
expenses
of the widow of a Civil
splendor of andlau perfect days
tact tlie Reclamation Service. For writing the exact circumstances to
War
veteran.
The Government
and nights where dear coolness it
est Service, Food and Drug Ad the Director of Insurance, Vet
enchanted by tha moonlight and
does
not
pay
these
expenses ex
ministration, Tariff Commission, erans Administration, Washington.
These beautiful apartments ere de
tha stars. Hara it everything your
cept
that
part
of
the
pension due
heart has dreamed for a perfect
signed for pleasant living. Each
Federal Surplus Commodity Cor
The divorced wife of a man in
vacation.
the
widow
at
time
of
death may,
consists of a spacious living room,
poration and Defense Agencies. the Army writes to ask if some
in
cases
of
dire
need
and
on basis
El Comodoro Hotel offers al
bedroom, kitchenette, and tub and
ThLs contact is necessary to co-or arrangement can be made for
tha facilities, all tha restful charm
of
appropriate
explanation
be ap
shower bath, comfortably and art
dinate activity to protect destruc payment by him of support for a
and perfect comfort to suit tha
plied
to
expenses.
istically furnished to accomodate
tion of spawning beds, invasion of small child. After conference with
most electing taste. Located in
A Maine mother of the wife of
tha heart of downtown Miami
four people. Located in the ex
areas essential to wild life, pollu officials of the War Department
"just a whisper" from el activities.
clusive Southwest section, within
an
officer in the Philippines is
tion of waters, preservation of an here and with officers of the
There ere 250 artistically furnished
five
minutes
from
the
center
of
worried about her daughter. The
rooms with tub end shower from
downtown. Maid service, electric
$2.50 single and from $4-00
War Department says there has
double. Steam heat. The modem
refrigeration, end ell facilities for
been no communication with the
air cooled Coffee Shop is famous
cooking ere included. Private
Philippines up to this date except
for fine food—at moderate prices.
grounds for sun-bathing. Under
The cocktail Lounge is deservedly
naval orders. Since that time.
popular.
the seme management as the
Manila has fallen so that com
ROYALTON HOTEL in downtown
Plan your Vacation nowl
munications are even more inter
For information or reser
Miami. Your inspection ie most
rupted. In case of casualties, the
vations. address Joseph
cordially invited—
Welt Department told me. imme
H. Adams, Mgr., or your
Rates-By-Week-Month-Season. For
diate word comes to military au
travel agent.
further particulars write Manager
thorities and report made to next
EL COMODORO HOTEL
Royalton Hotel, Miami, Florida.
Here is a hotel for permanent and transient guests away from the
of kin. fao, no news is probably
a.w. ruw i
bustle of tbe commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
good news. Families of permanent
4
JS
SOUTHWEST
hA
enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston by rapid transit. Family
10th AVENUE
rlea"
i
personnel have in many cases re
A"'*’'*" t***
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.
•'-"US'S-*- 4
mained. being removed to places of
Boom and bath from $3 — double from $5 — suites from $6
' comparative safety if they so de
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
sire.
M'*~
Kenmore Square
Henry A. Burnham. Mgr.
OPEN
THE
YEAR
P OL N P
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

Many To Register

occasionally is not harmful.” Even
under July 13.
In careless haste, he answered: as early as July 31, 1942, the Old
Farmer foresees unmi'.takeabL- signs
“Anything, anything!”
of
Well Known Weather Publi The lad. literally obedient, set up “a prosperous Autumn wluir . a
November hi he isitvi'r- on*- t.,
cation Now In Its 150th -Rain, Hail, and Sno*." Diligent "touch
uil OiUtl leather to ‘'-d'leio.,
readers were surprised, but when it
Year
door hinges.”
came tp that day the prediction was
In years gene by, the Almanac
Current wartime restrictions on fulfilled—it really did snow, hail and
contained blank pages opposite tip
weather forecasts'mean little to the rain on that July 13.
astronomical calculations for each
average American farmer—he still t As to this reliability and authenti month, where one might record the
has his winds and his weathervane. city. New England public utilities date on which the frogs first peepi •
have turned street lights on and off
his tides, his sunshine and his
when the ice went out on the rivtr,
by its tables railroads, steamship
clouds, his moon in its various companies and the Supreme Court when Sister Sue met her first beau,
phases and—hLs Old Farmer's Al- . of Massachusetts have used it for or tlie price which early pe,,;
brought in a distant market. E.ph
meteorclogical data. Abraham Lin
manac.
today, the margins of many an AlEver since George Washington's coln Is reputed to have used the
manac serve as spaces to r»- |
time—feur years before the Consti Old Farmer’s Almanac to win a
family statistics.
tution had been ratified by the famous murder trial, by showing
It was In 1841—109 years . . >
requisite number of States—this that the moon wasn’t full on a
that Mr. Thomas first, inserted rai'.paper-covered perennial has Held a certain night. And the Old Farmer
roads into his Map of New England,
place of honor along with the fam has been required supplementary
thus giving them some sort of paiitv
ily Bible, and. later, the mail-order1 reading for astronomy classes at
with the stage routes which u ,-p
catalog, in thousands of rural Harvard. Wellesley. Smith. Moiutt
indicated on the map. DL-tan s
Holyoke, and a number of other
hemes.
from Boston to towns shown n . eFor generations, the Old Fa "mer. colleges.
'cotnpanying tables were aiwo's
established by Robert Bailey Thomas ! Originally, the Almanac was
‘•from one established tavern lc nin 1792, has been a prophet of east strictly a farmer’s calendar, with
other,” such lists being a featm?
ern weather, and a recorded of as- 1 data, on the sun. moon, position of Iff the Almanac for more than
tronomical data, homespun philoso the planets, tide calculations, and j years. Today, automobile law for
phy, household and garden hints, such home improvements as how to
1942 pleasure cars occupy the space.
poetry, anecdotes, puzzles, and mem make better candles, cheese, maple
Since Editor Thomas’ tim»> variorable dates of history.
sugar, and what not.
oils
publishers have handled the
Back in 1834. for examplefi tlie Al
The New Year, 1942. marks the
Almanac. And. for the pa. t two
Almanac's 150th anniversary. And. manac published the following
years, it lias enic-ged from a n.illy
by way of celebrating its sesqui- scarecrow information:
rustic
setting in an cld-fashionpd
“Take three or four old shoes, that
centennial, the Old Farmer has en
farm house high tip in the Mnadlarged its sccpe, and, despite the' are worn out, and fill the toes of
nock region of the Granite Si.it,
national emergency, is forecasting J them with sulphur, or the roll of
Publisher Robb Sagendorph. ( i .
the weather for the entire country brimstone broken small, make a lire
time business manager ol tlie li. rwith chips, or any small dry wood
a year ahead of time!
vard Lampoon, aLsc issues Yankee
Now, this long-range forecasting in cr near the middle of your corn
Magazine from the town of Dublin.
is not mere guesswork, nor are the field on a flat reck, or on the bare
A lean beanpole of a man. who
calculations and conclusions is ut- j mould <a lock being preferable!
look.-, and talks so much like the
accurate as one might readily after planting your cornfield, then
stcrybock
version of a Yankee ediimagine. A recent checkup of an law the toes of the shoes cn the
tor that one might well imagine he
»ntire year ahead showed the Old fire and let them continue until the was putting cn an act. Mr. SegenFarmer to be 33 per cent correct.! leather be burnt through, and the
dorph added the Old Farmer to his
Yet, during the same twelve months, brimstone has taken fire; then after
1
publishing activities in 1940.
the Weather Bureau’s official day- sticking down poles of ten or twelve
J
And today, as for years, you'll find
ahead forecasts for one New Eng-, feet in length at each corner cf their I it in most rural homes, drilled for
land State proved cnly 35 per cent field, and inclining them towards
the centre, makp a string fast to the hanging cn a nail in the kitchen
accurate.
wall-an agv-olti standby ..mon’
Even then, the Old Farmer’s fore-I heel quarters of each shoe, and te’
American
farmers—by Everett \j
caster, always anonymous. leaves i it fast to tlie fop ends of the pole:.
Smith
in
the ChrL-tian Si teine
himself an cut. “Chances are,” lie letting the strings extend half way Monitor.
opines, “whatever tiie weather, it'll down, and when swinging, not to in
be worth talking about anyway." j terfere with the poles; and no crows
Buy Defense Bonds and 6tan:p
Tlie indicated weather trends arei will alight on your field that sea
not infallible, however, and never son."
were intended to be. They simply j Such fantastic hints would arouse ACHING-STIFF
represent countless averages, plus little interest among American
a great deal of research by the staff farmers today, yet when written
SORE MUSCLES
astronomer. Frem its outset, the they were quite to the point. How
For PROMPT relief—rub on MusAlmanac has been free from astrol ever, many stray morsels of timely
terole! Massage with this wonderful
ogy. and no scientific almanac ma advice still mingle with rural plant
“COUXTER-IRRITAUT” actually brings
fresh warm blood to aching muscles
ker today would think of including ing tips, appearing next to the zodi
to help break up painful local >'onacal signs, aspects, holidays, and
it.
gestion. Better than a rnustunl
It’s on record that, when cite of tidal heights.
plaster! Made in 3 strengths
Feb. 12, fcr instance. Ls the time
the early Almanacks was being set
up—they spelled it with a “K” in to "pot your geraniums,” in order to
those days—one of the boys asked *l?a!p March floweiis.” And If/
Mr. Thomas what was to be placed days later we learn that “To bathe

Old Farmer’s Almanac

YOU can help
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INTO IT!
Thorndike Ho
After
Inspired by the inc
cess of hLs remodellec
Hotel, Proprietor Nath
Sky has been laying pi
the Winter to re-es
cffl?e in its former pi
ters on the Tillson av
the big structure.
Expert architects are
drawing up the desigi
limiinajy work was to
today if the neeessar
cculd' be mobilized,
were not available th
hence cannot be give
columns, excepting a

Its Annual
Knox Hospital Sta
Officers—Good
Showint
At the annual met
Knox Countj’ General
night at the 'iBck N’
William T. White wa
president with Harold
vice president, Milton
secretary
and Jose
treasurer.
Directors elected foi
three years are Ensis:
liam J. Sullivan, Willi
Milton M. Griffin, (Mor
and H P. Blodgett.
The superintendent.
C. Daly, reported a s:
at the year's end agai
In 1940 The number

WALDO THI
MAINE’S LITTLE R/
TEL. WALDOBOl

SHOW TIM,
Single Evening SI
Matinees Saturday
Sunday at
TUESDAY ONLY,|
Single Show onl>
Stage Attracj
In Person—Tex The
belle. Ann Miller,
cowgirl; Dougie and I
dion; Montana Eddiel

“RADIO RANCHI
Featured daily over
tion WABI at 5|
Also On the PrJ
A comedy-melodraJ
South Sea IslJ

“SOUTH OF T
With an all-star cast!
Andy Devine. Brianl
Broderick Crawford, lij
Henry Wilcoi
Note please; One
show starts at 8 P. M|

WED.-THURS., J?
20th Century-Fox

“SWAMP Wi
From the popuL j
Evening Post story
title. A dramatic, pd
absorbing story ably|
directed
with
Walter Huston, Walt,
Anne Baxter, .Iohn[
Eugene Pallette,
Williams I
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URGENTLY NEEDED

telephone service

Launching a Dutroytr a! a

A'ru' Eng/ami ihipyarj

IN WAYS LIKE THIS

1

You can help vital communica
tions by looking for the number
FIRST in the directory.
‘

Information is called 123,287 times a
day for telephone numbers that are in our
76 directories. Each call takes 30 seconds
of extra telephone service. That adds up
to 1027 hours of telephone service which
could be made available daily to military,
naval and manufacturing units and to all
telephone users in New England.
It means that every day some 128 skilled
telephone workers and the switchboards
they use are needlessly tied up for a full work
ing day. Your telephone company is already
handling 6,925,000 calls a day. To handle
more, extra equipment is needed. Copper,
rubber, zinc, aluminum and other vital ma
terials are becoming scarcer and scarcer.

—in BOSTON

Please avoid calling INFORMA
TION for telephone numbers which
are in theMirectory.

You can help release vital telephone service
by looking for numbers in your directory
first . . . before calling Information.

MANSI
Mrs. Mansfield
Corset Shop,
types. The sa}

have featured

232 MAIN ST.
Plenty of Parkin

-SECURE

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE < TELEGRAPH CO.
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